
Cubed Circle Newsletter – Best of 2015 Issue

With the 2015 Cubed Circle Yearbook and end of the year fast approaching, we have decided to put 
together a Cubed Circle Recap issue this week, encapsulating some of the best content the 
newsletter had to offer in 2015 ahead of our biggest issue of the year coming up in less than two 
weeks. This special issue will be released alongside the new, and hopefully improved, 
cubedcirclewrestling.com. 

The site has been made dramatically easier to navigate, and the content is far more organised, which
should make for a better user experience. The site logo has also changed, as visitors of the website 
will quickly notice.

As always, any feedback is very much appreciated, particularly as far as the new website is 
concerned, as, realistically speaking, we should have some growing pains, although the old-site, one
could argue, was the manifestation of three or so years of growing pains. But, for now, we hope you
enjoy this special issue, and we will be back with another issue in approximately ten days – what 
will be, if not the biggest, hopefully the best issue we have ever published. 

Merry Holidays and Happy New Year, everyone! 

– Ryan Clingman, Cubed Circle Newsletter Editor

When Did British Wrestling Get So Big?
Ben Carass

On November 13th 2004, FWA (Frontier Wrestling Alliance) ran the biggest post-World of Sport era
show the British Wrestling scene had ever seen. A reported 1,785 fans saw such names as Terry 
Funk, Drew McDonald, AJ Styles, Colt Cabana, Paul Burchill, Spud and Doug Williams on the
card at the Coventry Skydome that night for British Uprising III. A few months later, on March 19th 
2005, the FWA teamed with the old Wrestling Channel to present International Showdown, with 
such matches as Samoa Joe vs. CM Punk, 2 Cold Scorpio, Doug Williams & James Tighe vs. 
Mitsuharu Misawa, Tiger Emperor & Yoshinari Ogawa, Raven vs. Alex Shane and AJ Styles 
vs. Chris Daniels. I attended both of these shows at the Coventry Skydome and for the longest 
time, nearly ten years in fact, that period was viewed as the peak of the British wrestling scene. Sure
other international companies have come over to these shores and ran some pretty damn big shows: 
NOAH in 2008 drew approximately 2,400 fans to the Skydome to see Misawa & Marufuji vs. 
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Kobashi & Shiozaki and ROH ran several big shows in Liverpool and London in 06/07. Even 
Dragon Gate got in on the act, starting up the DGUK outpost in 2009, however despite bringing 
over top names like Shingo, Tozawa, CIMA and Doi, for whatever reason the promotion didn’t 
really make that much of an impact on the UK scene. I still regard the first ROH show in England 
on August 12th 2006 as the most fun I’ve ever had at a wrestling show and the best show I have ever
seen live, with the Briscoes vs. Austin Aries & Roderick Strong and Bryan Danielson vs. Nigel 
McGuinniess both being **** ½ classics. With all that in mind, the Revolution Pro show I attended
this past Sunday, June 14th 2015, came mightily close to knocking off the ROH Unified show off 
the top spot for the greatest live experience at a pro wrestling event I have ever had.

There’s something happening on the UK scene. At least 4 indie promotions have emerged above the
rest and carved out niches for themselves in what at one time appeared to be a putrefied market. 
ICW out of Scotland got on national TV with the BBC Insane Fight Club documentary, Preston City
has become the biggest promotion in the north of England and ran joint shows with ROH in 
November last year. Then there are the two big London powerhouses: PROGRESS and Rev Pro. If 
you have not heard of PROGRESS then I assume you have been living under a rock, because they 
are arguably the hottest promotion in Europe right now. The group has a Punk-Rock aesthetic and 
mainly runs shows in intimate venues which focus heavily on UK and European talent, with the 
occasional international name brought in to add a little extra kick. PROGRESS recently ran 5 
consecutive nights at the heavy metal Download Festival held at the legendary Donnington Park, 
which regularly draws around 80,000 metal heads to the spiritual home of metal in the UK. I 
attended the festival religiously for the first 5 years of its existence (2003-2007), until the inevitable
commercialization of the event took away from the spirit of the festival, which was the successor to 
the original Monsters of Rock that ran from 1980-1996. Knowing the mood at Donnington I 
imagine the atmosphere in the 3,500 capacity small tent was absolutely electric and it is the first 
time in years I regret not attending the festival.

Rev Pro on the other hand, while still building their core roster around UK talent, bring in big 
names from the US indie scene and have worked out a deal with New Japan to use their top stars on
big shows at least twice a year. Promoter Andy Quildan has really struck gold with the New Japan 
deal, as fans from all over Europe travel to see names like Tanahashi, Nakamura, Okada, Ishii, 
and Liger perform live and in person. The only question is if Rev Pro makes enough money out of 
its big shows at York Hall, which has a capacity of 1,200 and more often than not sells out, to cover 
all the expenses of flying in all the top New Japan guys. It is hard to say how long this new boom 
period of British Wrestling will last or if it will continue to grow to new heights. Obviously if one of
the 4 promotions I mentioned get a TV deal that will be a massive step forward; ICW were actually 
on small SKY channel My Channel for a brief period before getting kicked off the air for running 
afoul of communications regulator and morality police, OFCOM, in 2012. WAW (World 
Association of Wrestling), run by Ricky & Saraya Knight managed to land a Saturday evening 
timeslot on My Channel, however their TV shows are nothing more than a hodgepodge of low-
budget green screen interviews and months old spot show matches. Rev Pro seems like the best 
choice to present an actual television show, as they have the best production values out of all the 
UK promotions, and they have started running their own 40 minute YouTube show which goes up 
every Monday. Maybe a real TV deal for Rev Pro is an outlandish idea, but on October 2nd the 
company is running Uprising 2015, which is set to be the biggest show, in terms of star quality, the 
UK scene has possibly ever witnessed, or at least since Kobashi & Misawa graced these shores. 
Already booked for October 2nd is, New British Heavyweight Champion, AJ Styles vs. Marty 
Scurll vs. Will Osprey, Hiroshi Tanahashi & Jushin Thunder Liger vs. Kazuchika Okada & 
Gedo, Shinsuke Nakamura vs. Big Damo, plus ACH will be making his Rev Pro debut too. 
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Something tells me I’m going to have a new favourite live show experience after October 2nd.

Rev Pro Road Report.

My weekend started with a four and a half hour coach journey down to London on Saturday at 
11am. For whatever reason the company running the coach service, National Express, decided that 
stopping at motorway service stations was completely out of the question and I can tell you sitting 
down for 207 miles is not the most pleasant experience, especially if you are 6’4 and you have no 
legroom whatsoever other than the aisle way. And using the bathroom? Forget it. The toilet facilities
on these damn coaches make airplane restrooms look like en suites at the Hilton. Even though I was
exhausted from less than 4 hours sleep, taking a nap on the coach was simply not an option as it was
simply far too uncomfortable to do so. My girlfriend Bev, at a much more compact 5’2, had no 
problem dozing off so I passed most of the time by listening to F4W and Review-A-Wai podcasts. 
After the unpleasantness of the coach, we then had a 50 minute taxi ride from the centre of London 
to our hotel in Bethnal Green, a district in the East side of London. The only problem was that our 
journey coincided with the Trooping of the Colour: a goofy ceremony to commemorate the Queen’s
kayfabe birthday (British monarchs get two birthdays). This archaic ritual not only put another 20 
minutes on our taxi ride, but caused our driver to take so many “short cuts” that it ended up costing 
us £39!!! If I already didn’t hate the monarchy enough…

After crashing in our hotel room for a couple of hours we decided it was time to get some food, so 
we walked about 50 yards to a Pizza Hut and got the 2 large pizzas, 2 sides and a drink for £20 deal.
A bargain! Sufficiently full, we walked off all those carbs in a near-by park before heading back to 
the room to watch some TV. Now, I’ve been to different countries where the only English language 
channel available is CNN, but even so there were still a number of other channels to choose from. 
Here, in London mind you, we received exactly 8 TV channels. EIGHT! It was like the 1980s or 
something. We watched one of those goofy countdown shows about how “great” the 90s were; I 
was a kid in the 90s and didn’t think much of it at the time, but my god some of the clothes and 
hairstyles people wore! Once Bev was asleep I pulled up the WWE Network on her tablet and 
watched whatever was on the live stream at the time; I believe it was that inane WWE List show 
and it didn’t take long before that show put me to sleep too.

Strangely, I woke up on Sunday not particularly excited for the show. Maybe the previous day’s 
travel just took it out of me, because the idea of lying in bed seemed more enticing than getting up 
to go see a wrestling show. I quickly snapped out of my slump and the anticipation began to build 
while we were getting ready to leave for the doors opening at 4pm, for a 5pm bell time. We arrived 
at York Hall and there wasn’t really a discernable queue, nor were there any signs or instructions to 
follow, it was just a bunch of people hanging around the front of the building. Eventually a line 
formed which we joined and after 45 minutes of standing around the doors opened and people were 
let inside. Some genius had stuck a “balcony only” sign on the entrance that 90% of the people, 
including us, were waiting outside of so that caused a lot of confusion. However, instead of going 
all the way back to the front of the building to join another queue for floor seats, we cut right to the 
front of both lines to complain about the “balcony only” fiasco. “Floor seats are that line” the 
unpleasant women snarled at us, expecting we would turn around and go back to wait outside again.
“Forget that” I said, only in more colourful terms, and I grabbed Bev by the hand and walked right 
to the front of the Floor seating line.
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Once inside the first thing I saw was Colt Cabana shilling his merch at the gimmick tables, but 
then my eyes were drawn to a small table in the corner of the room. There was a big New Japan 
logo set up off to the side and two very small, very cute Japanese women sat behind it. Everyone 
was crowding around the bigger gimmick tables, with Colt Cabana and at one point AJ Styles, and
not a single person was over at the New Japan table. Bev and I found our seats then decided to go 

check out the New Japan merch. We were 
pretty much the first people to approach the 
small table, but once we did it seemed like 
everyone else suddenly wanted to come over 
and check it out. We bought two signed 8x10s
of Nakamura and Ishii and one of those 
small Japanese flag gimmicks with a bunch of
logos on it at a total of £30. The cost didn’t 
matter, as Bev noted, “those girls are so cute I
just want them to take my money!” There was
an AWESOME Stan Hansen t-shirt which I 
sort of regret not buying, however I was 
sceptical of just how “extra” a Japanese XL 
shirt would be and gave it a miss. We took a 
few steps back and turned 90 degrees to have 
a look at one of the bigger gimmick tables but
it was too crowded to really see anything. We 
were just about to go back to our seats when I
turned back to look at the New Japan table. 
“Holy Sh*t, Bev! Look who is over there.” I 
said. It was Shinsuke Nakamura, posing for 
pictures a mere 5ft away from us. We both 
turned into complete star-struck marks and 
fumbled for £10 to hand over for a picture 

with Shinsuke. The guy in front of us asked Bev to take the picture of him and Nakamura, 
however poor Bev’s hands were shaking so much that she couldn’t hold the camera steady. Just as I 
offered to take it, Nakamura reached over and took the camera off Bev and handed it to one of the 
women working at the New Japan gimmick table, who seemed pleasantly amused at how excited 
Bev was. Our turn came and we had our picture taken; we must have said “thank you” about ten 
times. I thought to myself afterwards that I should have said something like, “Shinsuke, you win 
G1 this year”, but it was probably better that I didn’t.

After the show, we got the chance to pose for a picture with Ishii and by that point we had calmed 
down and were much more relaxed about it. The deal was you paid £10 for a picture with Ishii and 
you got an 8x10 as well. We showed Ishii the 8x10 we bought earlier and he said, “OK, OK, Free, 
Free” and signed another 8x10 of himself in a different pose than the one we already had. What 
completely blew my mind is that Ishii gave me the light worker handshake! Seriously, he was so 
polite and had such a soft handshake that it boggled my mind.
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Revolution Pro Wrestling “Summer Sizzler” – June 14th 2015.
York Hall: Bethnal Green, London.

The show opened with a dark match taped for Rev Pro TV on YouTube, featuring Tommy End vs. 
Josh Bodom. It was my first time seeing End live and he has a tremendous presence to go with his 
great look and unique style. Bodom won with the Bliss Buster, a wacky piledriver through the 
ropes. It was a decent 8 minute opener.

British Tag Team Championship: The Revolutionists (Sha Samuels & James Castle) vs. Joel 
Redman (C) & Jake McCluskey (filling in for Mark Haskins).  – Samuels & Castle became the 
new British Tag Champs in 8:55. Match was decent, but probably the weakest on the show. Joel 
Redman is the former Oliver Grey of NXT fame and he was booked like the star of the match, 
throwing around the heels with a bunch of suplexes. Samuels & Castle are part of the top heel 
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faction, the Revolutionists, along with Josh Bodom and British Heavyweight Champ, Marty Scurll. 
I like Samuels, “Butcher of the East End” gimmick a lot and he plays the sadistic heel 
tremendously. It was typical of TNA not to take him to America for the finals of British Boot Camp 
2.

Tomohiro Ishii vs. Big Damo. – Big Damo got the surprise upset in 13:08. This was a great match.
Big Damo is kind of like a bigger version of Dave Mastiff and Ishii worked a similar match to his 
G1 encounters with Davey Boy Smith Jr & Bad Luck Fale. Ishii worked at chopping down the 
bigger man and they did a couple of fighting spirit spots. Ishii got Big Damo up for a suplex then 
later landed a superplex which the crowd went nuts for. Damo gave Ishii a freakin’ One Winged 
Angel (!!!) then went coast to coast like RVD with a massive dropkick to Ishii’s shoulder and got 
the pin with a backsplash. (****)

Shinsuke Nakamura vs. Roderick Strong. – Nakamura over in 13:50. Very good match; Roddy 
was a replacement for Ricochet, who had some visa issues. Nakamura had one of his dancers on the
stage for his entrance. There was a good 5 minutes of stalling at the start, with the fans doing the 
PWG, “Sh*tty Little Boots” chant at Strong, who played along like a pro and refused to wrestle 
until the crowd shut up. Once the match got going the chant changed to, “Sh*tty Little Chop” when 
Roddy nailed Nakamura with some chops that were anything but sh*tty. It was mostly back-and-
forth; Nakamura sold for a while after missing his guillotine knee drop. There were some great 
near-falls and strike battles, with Nakamura kicking out of the gutbuster and sick-kick and Roddy 
kicking out of the Boma Ye. Finish saw another awesome strike exchange then Nakamura got the 
pin with a Boma Ye to the back of the head. Post-match, Big Damo came out and challenged 
Nakamura to a match on October 2nd and Shinsuke’s response was, “YeaaaOh!!!” (*** ¾ )

British Cruiserweight Championship, 2-out-of-3 Falls: Will Osprey (C) vs. Matt Sydal. – 
Ospreay retained in 26:40. This was match of the night by far. Both men looked great, especially 
Matt Sydal who was the glue that held this thing together. First fall went about 7 minutes and was 
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mostly solid, but basic stuff until a crazy spot which saw Sydal counter a handspring into a reverse 
hurricanrana then he hit the shooting star to go 1-0. Second fall was around 15 minutes and it was 
basically Sydal working over Ospreay’s arm for the heat, which Ospreay did a FANTASTIC job of 
selling throughout the match. They did some big near-falls and Ospreay evened it up at 1-1 with a 
roll-up. They started the third fall by brawling outside; Sydal took a backdrop on the ridiculously 
hard ramp then Ospreay took a suplex on the ramp too. I was literally sat right next to the ramp and 
saw these bumps up close and I can assure you watching on the VOD didn’t do them any justice. 
Sydal worked on the arm some more, but Ospreay fired up and went into a flurry which whipped 
the crowd up into a frenzy. They did some more highspots and near-falls then finally Ospreay used 
the Red Arrow/British Airways to get the pin. – I’d say this was a MOTY candidate; it probably 
won’t get many votes being on a relatively small stage, but it is defiantly in the top 5 matches I have
ever seen live. (**** ½ )

Andy Quildan announced that Matt Sydal had similar visa issues to Ricochet and almost didn’t 
make the show too, however Sydal paid out of his own pocket for a last minute flight which landed 
in London at 12pm. The fans appreciated that greatly and it made Sydal’s performance even more 
remarkable.

Colt Cabana & Matt Classic vs. Lord Gideon Grey & Rishi Ghosh. – Cabana & Classic over 
in a wildly entertaining 10 minute comedy match. Matt Classic was played by Grado and only the 
referee and Rishi Ghosh played dumb. Gideon Grey protested that Classic had “Grado” tattooed on 
his arm and was wearing a bumbag. The ref asked Classic, “Sir, are you Grado” and he replied, 
“NO” in the thickest Scottish accent imaginable. It was hilarious. Cabana tapped Gideon with the 
Billy Goat’s Curse after 10 minutes of riotous fun.

British Heavyweight Championship: Marty Scurll (C) vs. AJ Styles (IWGP Heavyweight 
Champion). – AJ became the new champ in 18:55. I wasn’t expecting too much from this, but it 
turned out to be a very good main event. Scurll came out with his Revolutionist stable but the 
referee banned them from ringside. They worked it like a “big match”, starting out slow and 
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building towards the bigger spots. Scurll has come a long way in the past couple of years and has 
established himself as the top heel in the promotion, so much so that a good portion of the crowd 
were behind him. Nobody really believed that AJ was going to win, however when the 
Revolutionists were thrown out there was only really ever going to be one outcome, as the IWGP 
champion was never going to lose clean. When AJ finally hit the Styles Clash it almost seemed like 
slow motion as I thought in my head, “there’s no way Scurll is kicking out of the Clash” but I still 
couldn’t imagine AJ winning. I looked to the back to see if the heels were going to do a run-in, but 
there wasn’t enough time as the ref already started to count the fall. The crowd erupted in 
delight/amazement that AJ had actually won the British Heavyweight title and he put over Scurll for
having a great match. Scurll gave AJ a cheap shot after the match and went to nail him with the belt 
but Will Ospreay hit the ring to make the save. Ospreay handed AJ the British title and the IWGP 
title then the fans chanted, “Triple theat” and Andy Quildan announced that the three-way would 
take place on October 2nd. (*** ¾ )

The show is already up in VOD form at revolutionprowrestling.com/on-demand and is well worth 
£12.99 ($20.63). The Ishii & Nakamura matches were great and Ospreay/Sydal is worth the price
alone. October 2nd is going to be one hell of a show and, like I said earlier, might very well be the 
biggest British Wrestling show in the last 25 years. I certainly have not been more excited for a live 
show then I am for Uprising 2015; I just hope that none of the New Japan guys get seriously injured
before then. I’ll be watching the G1 this year with baited breath and cringing even more than ever at
every big bump and stiff shot during the inevitable string of outstanding matches the tournament 
has become world renowned for.

It has never been easier to find and watch great pro wrestling than it is in 2015. I myself struggle to 
keep up with all the TV shows, iPPVs and on demand content that is out there, but if you can find 
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the time then you probably should start paying more attention to what is going on in the UK. Will 
Ospreay and Marty Scurll were just recently announced at part of PWG’s Battle of Los Angeles 
2015 line-up, so the hottest indie promotion in the US has started to take note of the top guys on the 
UK scene and I expect both guys to fit in seamlessly at BOLA, especially Ospreay.

I’ve said pretty much all I can about the UK scene and the awesome Rev Pro show, so if you didn’t 
get bored and are still here then your reward is two amazing pictures of Ishii and Nakamura doing 
what all tourists do when they come to England: Visiting Stonehenge and sitting in a field with a 
bunch of random cows!

Let's Start a War: The Tsuruta Wars 25 Years On
Ryan Clingman

1990 was a pivotal year for pro-wrestling, the site of an intriguing meeting of many of the 80s styles
and personalities that characterized that decade, as well as some of the fresh young talent and 
developing styles that would dominate the 1990s. The Japanese landscape was, in 1990, witnessing 
rapid change with the rise to prominence of some of the country's biggest stars of the ensuing 15 
plus years, the genesis of several companies, and the collapse of others in the span of but a few 
years. Keiichi Yamada, in 1989, had become Jushin Liger; Toshiaki Kawada garnered footing in All 
Japan in the late 80s as a member of Tenryu Revolution, and former sumo star, Akira Taue, had 
made his debut in 1988 – as had Kenta Kobashi. Mutoh had made his return to Japan and within a 
year became one of the hottest stars in the country alongside Hashimoto and Chono. 1990 also saw 
a reshuffling of Japan's promotional scene with the formation of FMW a year prior and the death of 
the UWF only to be revived as UWFi in '91 – breakaway promotions such as Super World of Sport 
(Genichiro Tenryu) and RINGS (Akira Maeda) would also form in 1990 (SWS), or but a couple of 
years later in the case of RINGS.

All Japan though, unlike New Japan, was placed in a difficult position in 1990, as following the 
1989 culmination of one of the most legendary career rivalries in the history of the company, 
Tsuruta versus Tenryu, with one of the better matches of that decade, Tenryu parted ways with the 
company. His departure took place under bizarre circumstances, as he was contracted to an optical 
technologies company, as an "ambassador" for their brand, which so happened to found a pro-
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wrestling promotion in Super World of Sports a few months later. All Japan, following the loss of 
one of its top stars still possessed major talent, but top calibre Japanese stars. Whilst Stan Hansen, 
Steve Williams, and Terry Gordy stood as star gaijin talent, and Fuyuki, Bam Bam Bigelow, 
Kikuchi, Yatsu, Kawada, Fuchi, Great Kabuki, Tiger Mask II and Saito composed the heart of a 
strong midcard, Jumbo stood as the only true native main event star in AJPW, and he had been a 
member of the company's upper echelon for years. Perhaps in another era this lack of talent 
wouldn't have been an issue of the utmost importance, as prior to Fujinami/Choshu and many of the
Japan versus Japan feuds that followed in NJPW, few if any in either company were Japan on Japan.
In All Japan specifically, however, if this mentality hadn't changed before the Tenryu/Tsuruta feud, 
it certainly had after. With a distinct lack of native headliners, Baba was forced to create new stars –
fan devotion, no matter how strong, could only last so long.

Tenryu's last match for Giant Baba's All Japan took place during the final night of the 1990 
Champion Carnival, where Tsuruta defeated him on the way out in their final singles match. Baba 
didn't introduce his new singles star that night, but only a month later on the opening night of the 
May tour, Tiger Mask II, Mitsuharu Misawa, called for his partner, Toshiaki Kawada, to unmask 
him during a heated tag match against Fuyuki and Yatsu. The reaction was hot, without a doubt, but 
mild in comparison to the insanity that would befall Tokyo by early-June, as Misawa challenged his 
childhood hero, Jumbo Tsuruta, to a singles match in the post-match, after the pair had teamed 
sporadically earlier in the year.

Two matches into his post-Tiger Mask career, Misawa and Kobashi won the working man's All 
Asian Tag Titles off of Davey Boy Smith and Johnny Smith. For the remainder of that tour and the 
next Misawa was paired with fellow young stars in different combinations mostly in tag and trios 
matches opposite members of Tsuruta's stable, Jumbo's Army. The new generation won most of 
these six-mans, which called for the introduction of Jumbo himself into the fray, the company's 
biggest Japanese star, at which point matters escalated dramatically.

In the third trios match involving Tsuruta, a bout at Korakuen Hall on May 26th Misawa, Kobashi 
& Taue beat Fuchi, Great Kabuki, and Jumbo Tsuruta in a bout that changed the tone of the build to 
Budokan dramatically. Tsuruta attempted to bully the younger side mid-match, knocking Misawa's 
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allies off of the apron unprovoked. This riled Misawa up, and in a masterful piece of storytelling, 
Misawa delivered a stiff elbow to Tsuruta minutes later after Jumbo tapped him on the shoulder, 
standing on the apron. Whilst this would have sufficed as far as story progression was concerned, 
they escalated the intensity considerably with Tsuruta selling the elbow on the floor as if he had 
drifted into unconsciousness. So believable was Tsuruta's selling that the majority of those in 
attendance rose, ignoring the in-ring action completely, attempting to evaluate Jumbo's condition on
the floor. When Tsuruta finally awoke minutes later, Misawa was the first thought on his mind. The 
pair brawled in-ring leading to a pull-apart from respective teammates whilst the match was still 
underway. Misawa inevitably pinned Fuchi with a bridging Tiger Suplex, which served to build to 
further trios matches of a similar ilk on the tour, as well as Baba's ultimate goal for the next tour – 
the Misawa/Tsuruta singles match at Budokan, the first show at that hallowed venue since the 
departure of Tenryu in April.

These heated trios matches, coupled with the Tiger Mask II unmasking itself catapulted Misawa 
from popular young star, to the precipice of super stardom. Misawa versus Tsuruta, a non-title 
match after Tsuruta dropped the Triple Crown to Gordy, was booked for June 8th of 1990. There is a
now fairly well known story about the backstage happenings before the famed encounter and has 
been recounted a number of times by Dave Meltzer, who was in attendance that night. It is said that 
Baba made the decision to put Misawa over on the day of the show, after hearing chants of 
"Misawa" outside the venue, during the tour, as well as before the show, and witnessing an 
explosion in the sale of Misawa merchandise. When a messenger was sent from Baba to Jumbo 
notifying Tsuruta that he would be losing later on, a startled Jumbo sent the runner back asking if he
could lose via disqualification – Baba response was a simple "no".

On the night of June 8th fans chanted Misawa's name during intermediary portions of the show, 
before his entrance, and most furiously during his encounter with childhood hero, Jumbo Tsuruta. 
Misawa's entrance in the show's main event ahead of a Gory/Hansen Triple Crown match, was the 
standard All Japan walk-out through the crowd, to an infectious theme music. It is then strange to 
think that more so than any entrance in ECW, Flair at WrestleMania 24, Kobashi at the Tokyo 
Dome, or even Punk at Money in the Bank 2011, Misawa's on this night in 1990 stands as the very 
best I have seen. The only entrance that approached this in my eyes was Kobashi's prior to his 
retirement match in 2013. At first this may seem a deliberately contrarian opinion, as Misawa had 
subsequent Tokyo Dome entrances that were in every way more extravagant. But, to a pre-teen 
popping in his first puro DVD – seeing Misawa's stoic face gazing off camera before being escorted
through a rabid crowd by fellow young stars and future legends, Kawada and Kobashi, all to go to 
war during the biggest moment of his career – no entrance could have been as grand, and few 
circumstances so emotive.

As rabid as Budokan was for Misawa, they still loved Tsuruta, yet despite this, Tsuruta as the 
veteran overdog imposing his will on the young, high-flying and hard-hitting Misawa was a magical
dynamic. Although Misawa and Tsuruta, even at this early stage, had kindled a burning rivalry, the 
match with respect to the second was far less vitriolic. Misawa, only a month or so into his 
heavyweight run, and still very light and agile, utilised many of his Tiger Mask moves and standard 
dives whilst still engaging Tsuruta in tests of strength, and delivering hard elbows that would 
become a career staple. Whilst the animosity had been toned down several degrees from the 
incident at Korakuen, reference to the knockout spot in the initial six-man was made not only 
throughout the first match, but in the remainder of the pair's encounters. Tsuruta, in most future 
matches with Misawa in the 1990/1991 period sold damage to his head after the majority of the 
strong head-shots – in some instances he would even go as far as to slap himself in the face in an 
effort to preserve consciousness.
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With a couple of months worth of build, Misawa went from junior heavyweight star, Tiger Mask II, 
to Budokan Hall main eventer and second biggest Japanese star in the company by a wide margin. 
The June 8th match itself, however, took him from that status, and with an counter to one of 
Jumbo's pin attempts, the finish, Misawa was set to become the company's hottest star, one who 
would lead All Japan to sellouts and phenomenal business throughout the 1990s. It was a near 
perfect performance on a magical night, and more than enough to ignite a passion in me for 
Japanese pro-wrestling. As Dave Meltzer recounted in his June 18th 1990 issue of the Wrestling 
Observer, shortly after arriving back from his trip to Japan wrote:

“I can't describe just how awesome this was as both a match and a spectacle. Misawa was 
far and away the most over wrestler on the card...[match description]...I can't begin to 
describe the post-match pandemonium but there were people in the crowd literally crying 
because the match was so good. Misawa was doing an interview in the dressing room after 
and cried. Anyway, I'd rate this as a better match then (sic) either Flair-Steamboat from 
Chicago or Nashville. *****+”

The first Tsuruta match is undoubtedly the most famous and widely praised of the rivalry, but it did 
not spell the end of the programme, but rather served as a catalyst for the generation of a catalogue 
of classic matches, each with its own unique merits. The war between the younger generation and 
Jumbo's Army only grew in intensity from the finish of the first Misawa-Tsuruta singles match, 
although escalated to a roaring climax once Akira Taue joined Tsuruta's stable ahead of Misawa and 
Tsuruta's anticipated rematch for the Triple Crown number one contendership. The match was held 
on September 1st of the same year, once again at Budokan Hall, and on a technical level matched 
and perhaps even exceeded the original. Both Misawa and Tsuruta were more aggressive digging 
into one another with slaps, as well as much of the same offence showcased in their first encounter. 
Budokan roared throughout, and whilst the first match has certain intangible assets that place it 
confidently ahead of the second, the September bout is a classic in its own right, one that several 
prefer over the first.

Following the defection of Taue and the September Misawa-Tsuruta match, was a series of tag team
and trios matches pitting Taue against his former team mates, as a new member of the otherwise 
veteran-centric stable. One such match producing an interesting dynamic was a Tau & Tsuruta 

versus Kawada & Misawa tag from December 7th, once 
more at Budokan Hall. Their late 1990 tag match 
followed from a draw in September at Korakuen Hall, 
and was too worthy of classic status. A dynamic that 
proved particularly interesting was that, despite taking 
place in a Misawa stronghold, Tokyo, the Budokan 
crowd on the night of the 7th was heavily pro-Tsuruta. 
Much like in the initial Misawa-Tsuruta singles 
encounter, the crowd cheered both teams, but any 
interference on the part of the Misawa side was met with 
heavy boos, whilst similar acts from the Tsuruta team 

were greeted with thunderous applause. Whether the match was laid out spot for spot, as many of 
Kobashi's legendary tags were in the coming years, or had elements that were called in the ring, I 
am not at all sure. However, the match itself was worked according to the heavy Tsuruta-bias, with 
well-timed break-ups from both sides. Even with their heavy Jumbo affinity, the victory of the 
Misawa team was met with resounding applause, such is the nature of Japanese pro-wrestling, and 
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matches of an extraordinary high calibre.

In the months that followed Jumbo and Misawa's respective armies fought in tags, singles, and trios,
although the battles that yielded the ripest fruit were the trios outings in late 1990 and early 1991. 
Of particular importance was the October 19th six-man, but, although it is highly regarded, and 
rightfully as brilliant example of trios wrestling – the April 20th variant from Korakuen, improved 
on its October predecessor in every conceivable way. Few other trios matches that I have seen have 
captured the same sense of comradery and mutual hate as the Misawa-Tsuruta gang-wars, and fewer
still were of the calibre of the April 20th match. If the October outing was a shining example of trios
wrestling then the April 20th match, by comparison alone, could be considered as pinnacle point. 
The bastion of the old guard with Taue at their side against the new generation at Korakuen is a 
complete, psychologically speaking, tag match in most every sense, and is thus a classic in much 
the same way as the latter Holy Demon Army matches were.

Tsuruta and Misawa never saw a definitive conclusion to their rivalry. They battled sporadically 
through to 1992, at which point Tsuruta fell from the main event picture due to a diagnosis of 
Hepatitis B. Misawa would go on, in that same year, to win his first Triple Crown, cementing his 
status as All Japan's ace, as he, along with Kawada and Kobashi, the so called "Holy Trinity", would
produce some of the best matches in the history of Japan, often alongside contemporary, Akira 
Taue.

The real life interplay between the careers of Misawa and Tsuruta would feature a vital interaction 
once more at the end of the decade when Tsuruta recommended to Giant Baba's widow, Motoko 
Baba, the Dragon Lady, that Misawa be made president of the company given the respect he had 
from the locker room, as well as his years of continued drawing success and in-ring delivery. Baba 
obliged before letting Tsuruta go as an office employee, a violation of traditional ethics that may 
have very well added to Misawa's desire to split from All Japan and form Pro-Wrestling NOAH, 
largely to escape the clutches of the Dragon Lady.

Regardless of Tsuruta's indirect contribution to the formation of Pro-Wrestling NOAH, his greatest 
achievement, as it relates to Misawa and the legacy of All Japan, is the fact that he was able to help 
Misawa get over to such a large degree. Misawa connected with the audience due to Baba's 
booking, extraordinary ability, and timing, but it was Tsuruta, through his legendary matches that 
helped solidify Misawa as the company's new top Japanese star – a vital contribution to All Japan's 
legacy.

What has me look back at this already monumental and historically significant feud in Japanese 
pro-wrestling history with further reverence, was the style in which it was worked in comparison to 
the even more widely regarded wars of later years. There is a certain implicit beauty in the absence 
of head-drops and no-selling that aided later All Japan matches reach their heights. The Misawa-
Tsuruta Wars were built on firm puroresu logical foundations, and sound booking with little need 
for physical degradation to the degree of later series such as Misawa-Kawada, Misawa-Kobashi, 
and so on. It is in this way that the Misawa-Tsuruta Wars look even better in the eye of hindsight as 
apart from holding up from a pure wrestling and story-telling standpoint, this war, inevitably left a 
far lesser mark on its participants than the head-dropping spectacles that would follow in the 
coming years.
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Pro Wrestling Guerrilla Battle of Los Angeles – August 28-30th 2015
American Legion Post #308: Reseda, CA.

Ben Carass.

The 2015 Battle of Los Angeles is already being talked about as one of the greatest tournaments in 
the history of professional wrestling. This may be somewhat of a cop-out, but I’m not sure if I am 
willing to hang my hat on such a definitive assertion without the benefit of a little hindsight. As 
more time passes, perhaps BOLA 2015 will indeed be remembered along with the 1994 Super J 
Cup, the 2013/14 G1 Climaxes, or even the King of the Indies and Super 8 from 2001 in the 
pantheon of legendary tournaments. One thing that will be evident in the future is that this year’s 
edition of BOLA was almost a microcosm of the pro wrestling business as a whole in 2015. The 
only thing that was missing were the top New Japan stars, however in terms of a snapshot of 
independent wrestling these three shows are virtually the perfect time capsule. Over the past decade 
or so you can pretty much track the progression and evolution of independent wrestling by looking 
at the top stars and how their styles influenced the scene as a whole. The Ring of Honor style circa 
2002-2006 had Samoa Joe, AJ Styles, Bryan Danielson, Low-Ki, Christopher Daniels, CM 
Punk, and many more, tearing it up with matches that became the talk of the business. Then the 
Dragon Gate guys came over to the US and blew everybody’s minds with a million highspots and 
working 100mph. By 2010, pretty much all the top guys from the ROH era had moved on and over 
the years DGUSA gradually stopped bringing in the Japanese stars, to the point where the 
promotion became just another indie fed and eventually stopped running shows altogether in 2014.

You don’t have to look further than the winner of BOLA 2015 to see how things are already starting
to take a different turn. Zack Sabre Jr. is one of the hottest guys on the scene and is the master of 
that throwback European style of grappling, wacky submissions and extravagant escapes to basic 
holds. Drew Gulak & Timothy Thatcher are two of the more high profile new wave of catchers 
and work a similar style to Sabre, but with enough differences to not come off like cheap clones. 
Gulak almost works like a guy you would have seen on the DuMont Network in 1950, whereas 
Thatcher is more of a UWFI/RINGS type grappler, but both men, along with Sabre, rely a lot on 
solid fundamentals, not to mention logic and psychology, which were almost forgotten about 
altogether by the guys who wanted to copy the Dragon Gate style but didn’t quite understand why it
worked. Then there are guys like Biff Busick, who is just an all-round great worker and can hang 
with Gulak, Thatcher & Sabre when it comes to the technical stuff, but can also mix it up with 
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pretty much anyone and adapt to any style. Of course Chris Hero is the king when it comes to 
adaptation and can seamlessly switch from a striker to a grappler depending on who he is in the ring
with. Tommy End takes things a different direction and would have been right at home in the 
Dutch RINGS stable along with Dick Vrij & Chris Dolman. As noted, all these guys incorporate a 
certain level of realism in their matches, but there is another side to the European style that perhaps 
represents the duality of current independent wrestling.

When it comes to high-flying, crazy spotfests, there is no doubt the Young Bucks are almost 
untouchable; hell, it’s their gimmick after all. Ricochet is right up there too, as are Jack Evans, 
who was doing absurd high-spots before it became an acceptable form of getting heat, and his 
partner, Angelico, who if you have seen AAA/Lucha Underground isn’t afraid to do stupid dives off
really high structures to elicit a pop. You might not immediately think of Europe or the UK as a 
place that breeds top quality high-flyers, but Mark Andrews and Will Ospreay showed the fans in 
Reseda that the UK can produce dudes that do a bunch of flips as well. Andrews may have the stink
of TNA on him, but he is so smooth that soon becomes irrelevant while watching him work. As for 
Ospreay, well he has all the potential to become one of the top names on the international indie 
circuit; the guy has only been working for about three years and is already a main eventer in his 
home country. With a little more seasoning, Ospreay’s possibilities in the business could become 
limitless. Currently, Marty Scurll is arguably the best all-rounder working full-time on the UK 
scene and he also had a fantastic tournament. Unlike Andrews & Ospreay, Scurll is by no means a
high-flyer and he also doesn’t fit into the tough-guy grappler mould of Sabre Jr. & Thatcher. Like 
most British guys, he can do all the World of Sport spots when required but Scurll is more of the 
traditional, straightforward, pro wrestler. Scurll has also been able to overcome the lame “Party 
Marty” gimmick and being that guy who appeared on a douchey dating show; his facial expressions
and body language are tremendous and fit his “Villain” character perfectly.

The European guys certainly had a huge impact on BOLA this year and brought something extra to 
the shows, however when you add Luchadors to PWG’s usual cast of characters and the Euros, you 
get one big hodgepodge of awesomeness. AAA has been more accessible than ever this year with 
live iPPVs and their TV shows on YouTube, but it is really down to the cult following of Lucha 
Underground that guys like Pentagon Jr., Drago, Fenix, Aero Star and to an extent, Los Gueros 
del Cielo (Evans & Angelico) could be brought in for the tourney; Melissa Santos was even on 
ring announcing duties for Night One. While all the Luchadors received good reactions, Pentagon 
Jr. was over like a superstar. Other guys like Sabre Jr., Hero, Thatcher, the Bucks, Ricochet and 
Busick all come across like super over guys that are the hardcore fans’ favourites, but Pentagon 
had something special that nobody else on the shows even came close to achieving: a legitimate 
superstar aura.

There’s no question that the 2015 Battle of Los Angeles is up there for one of the best events of the 
year; there were tons of four star+ performances (I came in at 14, but you may differ here and there)
and out of the 28 matches, there wasn’t a bad one in the bunch which is damn sure impressive. Even
the G1 had all those Yujiro & Fale matches. Instead of recapping all 28 matches and being here 
until next year’s tournament, I’ve decided to just give a basic overview of the matches and a star 
rating, because you really should just go watch these shows.

Night One – 28th August 2015.

Brian Cage vs. Aero Star. – Cage over with the Steiner Screwdriver! Kind of sloppy in places and 
was the closest thing to a bad match all weekend. (**)
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Biff Busick vs. Andrew Everett. – Busick over with a running European Uppercut. They told a 
decent story with Biff trying to keep Everett grounded. (***)

Mark Andrews vs. Will Ospreay. – Ospreay over with the 630 Splash. All action, excellent match
between two guys who have worked together plenty of times before. Fans got into both guys and 
were going nuts by the end. (**** ¼)

Los Gueros del Cielo (Jack Evans & Angelico) vs. Inner City Machine Guns (Rich Swann & 
Ricochet) – Los Gueros del Cielo over when Evans pinned Rich Swann with a 630, (same finish 
as the previous match). This wasn’t as good as Evans & Angelico vs. the Bucks from earlier this 
year, but was still a lot of fun. (*** ¾ )

Trent? vs. Trevor Lee. – Lee over with the Small Package Driver. These guys had an uphill battle 
following the previous two matches, but by the end they had a solid outing and got the crowd into 
it. (*** ¼ )

Drago vs. Pentagon Jr. – Pentagon over with the Package Piledriver. Basic showcase for each guy,
nothing blow-away. Still crazy to see this match tale place in a PWG ring. (***)

Fenix vs. Matt Sydal. – Sydal over with one of six Reverse Ranas on the show and the Shooting 
Star Press. Great way to close the tourney on Night One. Having never worked together before, 
these guys had a hell of a match that felt somewhat spontaneous, probably because they were 
working stuff out as they went along. Plenty of dives and high-spots. Fun stuff. (****)

Mount Rushmore 2.0 (Roderick Strong & The Young Bucks) v. Eurotrash (Tommy End, Zack
Sabre Jr., Marty Scurll). – 2.0 over when Strong pinned Sabre Jr. with the End of Heartache. 
Hell of a match that kept the Strong/Sabre feud on the boil. Everyone looked superb here. Finish 
saw 2.0 isolate Sabre and the Bucks killed him with a Superkick Party before Roddy put him 
away. (**** ¼)

Night Two – 29th August 2015.

Marty Scurll vs. Rich Swann. – Scurll over with the Chicken Wing. These guys have worked 
before in Europe and had a really good opener. (*** ½ )

Jack Evans vs. Angelico. – Evans over with a Crane Kick, because Reseda is where Ralph 
Macchio is from. Highlights were Angelico landing a dive over the top then taking Dave Meltzer’s 
notepad and writing something on it and a Drunken Master spot from Evans after drinking a fan’s 
beer. (***)

Chris Hero vs. Timothy Thatcher. – Hero over with the Hero’s Welcome. Playing off their feud 
from Evolve and the awesome WrestleMania weekend match, they told the story of Hero being 
unable to knock Thatcher out, which is why he resorted to using the Hero’s Welcome. Contender 
for match of the weekend. (**** ½)

Aero Star & Fenix vs. Drago & Pentagon Jr. – Aero Star & Fenix over with the Fenix Driver on 
Drago. Typical Lucha fun with the usual clunkiness early and high-spots aplenty. Aero Star did a 
splash off Fenix’s shoulders while he was stood on the middle rope. (*** ¼)

Tommy End vs. Drew Gulak. – End over with a flash knock-out after an elbow. Solid enough, but 
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this couldn’t touch the Hero/Thatcher match, which was a similar striker vs. grappler deal. (***)

Drew Galloway vs. Speedball Mike Bailey. – Bailey over with a roll-up. This was much better 
than it had any right to be. I thought Galloway might be given a hard time by the PWG crowd, but 
they took to him just fine. It helped that he made Bailey look like a superstar. There were tons of 
big spots and near-falls; Bailey countered the Future Shock DDT to get the roll-up. (****)

Ricochet vs. Zack Sabre JR. – Sabre over with the European Clutch. Fabulous match with a great 
story: the high-flyer vs. the technical wizard. Sabre tied-up Ricochet for a while then Ricochet 
came back to hit some big moves and Sabre kicked-out of the 630. I preferred other matches but I 
can see this being match of the weekend for some people. (**** ¼)

Guerrilla Warfare Match: Mount Rushmore 2.0 (Super Dragon & The Young Bucks) vs. Biff 
Busick, Andrew Everett, & Trevor Lee. – 2.0 over with a Psycho Meltzer Driver. This was car-
crash, spot-fest, out of control violence at its best. I loved it. Tons of craziness. Bucks pulled out the
Spike Jordans they used on Candice LeRae last year and killed Busick with them. Post-match saw 
Excalibur cut a promo about assembling a team to fight 2.0; the Bucks came back and Superkicked
him to death and Super Dragon destroyed his old partner with a Psycho Driver through two chairs. 
(**** ½)

Night Three (Second Round, Semi-Finals & Final) – 30th August 2015.

Brain Cage vs. Jack Evans. – Evans over with a bridging pin. Cage took the whole match and 
tossed Evans around until Jack scored a flash pinfall. (** ¾)

Biff Busick vs. Chris Hero. – Hero over with an Avalanche Piledriver. Biff’s swansong in PWG 
was a fittingly hard-hitting affair, it’s just a shame we’ll never see the singles match with Super 
Dragon. (****)

Trevor Lee vs. Marty Scurll. – Scurll over with the Chicken Wing. Marty worked over Lee’s arm
pretty much the whole match and hit a tornado DDT to set up his dreaded submission hold. (*** ¾)

Pentagon Jr vs. Zack Sabre Jr. – Sabre over with a Kimura. Another contender for match of the 
weekend and this no doubt could have main evented anywhere in the US or Europe. It was wacky 
Lucha submissions vs. wacky British catch holds early and it RULED! Zack sold a lot for 
Pentagon; crowd went crazy. It never reached match of the year level, but this is definitely a must-
see affair. (**** ¼)

“Speedball” Mike Bailey vs. Tommy End. – Bailey over with an execution style kick. This was a 
crazy kick-fest and they beat the absolute crap out of each other with a millions strikes. Bailey hit 
his Shooting Star Knees on the apron. Another match that wildly over-delivered. (****)

Will Ospreay vs. Matt Sydal. – Ospreay over with the 630 Splash. I saw these two work together 
at the Rev Pro show in June and it was one of the best matches I have ever seen live. This wasn’t as 
spectacular as their previous encounter, however it was still excellent. (****)

Mount Rushmore 2.0 (Roderick Strong, Super Dragon, & The Young Bucks vs. Fenix, 
Angelico, The Inner City Machine Guns. – 2.0 over when Strong pinned Swann with the End of 
Heartache. Another blow-away Mount Rushmore 2.0 multi-man tag match. So many moves, dives 
and the usual parade of finishers; Roddy got an amazing shine spot and killed all 4 faces with 
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running elbows in the corner then gave Fenix a Superplex onto a pile of bodies on the floor. (****)

BOLA Semi-Final: Jack Evans vs. Chris Hero. – Hero over with a Ripcord Elbow. The quality 
fell off a little from the previous six matches, but this was by no means a bad match. Story was that 
Evans kept kicking out of everything Hero hit him with at one, before eventually being 
overwhelmed and beaten. (*** ¼)

BOLA Semi-Final: “Speedball” Mike Bailey vs. Will Ospreay. – Bailey over with his KO kick 
after the Double Knee Shooting Star. Ospreay sold his leg the entire match, but Bailey didn’t really
work it over, I guess because he is too much of a babyface. (*** ¾)

BOLA Semi-Final: Marty Scurll vs. Zack Sabre Jr. – Sabre over with an Armbar. This was one 
of my favourite matches of the weekend, mainly because it was amazing to see the hipster Reseda 
crowd going insane for 1980’s Word of Sports spots. They goofed around a little early on, which 
was also a staple of the WoS style, and it made sense since the two are team mates in the Leaders 
of the New School. It may not have had the intensity of the other two Semi-Finals, but this was 
what pro wrestling is all about: having fun. (**** ½)

5MB (Chuck Taylor, Trent?, Drew Galloway, Aero Star, & Drew Gulak) vs. Tommaso 
Ciampa, Mark Andrews, Drago, Timothy Thatcher, & Andrew Everett. – 5MB over when the 
Best Friends pinned Everett & Andrews with the Dudebuster and the Awful Waffle . Typical crazy
PWG/Chuck Taylor penis-kicking, super slow-mo Meta spot fest. Really fun stuff. (*** ¾)

2015 Battle of Los Angeles Final: Chris Hero vs. Zack Sabre Jr. vs. “Speedball” Mike Bailey. –
Sabre won the match, the tournament and the trophy in a damn fine three-way. Hero eliminated 
Bailey with three straight Piledrivers. Sabre & Hero went back and forth with some nice 
exchanges and submissions. Finish saw Sabre put Hero in the Tequila Sunrise and kick him in the 
head while the hold was applied, which Bayley & Sasha Banks blatantly stole for their Takeover: 
Respect match. I may get heat for this, but I wish they would go back to just having a singles match 
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as the final. I know we get more tourney matches with the three-way format, but it is almost 
impossible for a three-way to be as good as some of the blow-away singles matches throughout the 
weekend. This year’s final was much better than last year’s, which I found to be somewhat of a 
disappointment, and all three guys worked their asses off to put on a main event that would live up 
to the standard of the rest of the weekend. (****)

Order Your Copies: Highspots | PWG

Wrestling Observer Hall of Fame 2015 – The Role of Historical Influence
Ryan Clingman

Emphasised on Wrestling Observer Hall of Fame ballots are the notions of value to the industry, 
trend-setting, and positive historical significance. All of these criteria may lie within the broad 
domain of "influence", however, much like the majority of the non-drawing related Hall of Fame 
criteria, a great deal is left to the voter's interpretation. How did historical context affect the success 
of a performer's run? Did the legacy the candidate leave result in further creative, artistic, and 
monetary victories in the business? Did the candidate define a role, and if so, would the niche have 
come about at all or been drastically different without them? These are all natural questions that 
arise from the fairly straightforward set of guidelines brought forth by the balloting guidelines, and 
are questions that we will be addressing below for specific candidates, the Sharpe Brothers and CM 
Punk.

Of all the Japanese candidates, and perhaps most of the candidates across all regions, very few, if 
any, were more instrumental in defining a specific niche in the industry than Mike & Ben Sharpe. 
There were interviewers before Mean Gene, announcers preceding Howard Finkel, and shoot 
wrestlers before Volk Han, but there simply weren't gaijin wrestlers prior to the appearance of Mike 
and Ben Sharpe in Japan. On a superficial level, this should all but guarantee their induction, as 
gaijin formed the basis for Japanese professional wrestling for the better part of three decades 
following the first appearance of the Sharpes in the country on February 19th 1954. However, when
considering the social climate of Japan following World War II, and the context in which the 
Sharpes appeared, we are all but forced to ask further questions.

Could the gaijin role have been filled by any other team during the early days of the JWP? This is 
perhaps the first question that should be asked, as the Sharpe Brothers may have very well simply 
filled the basic criteria for Rikidozan at the time, that is, tall Americans (the Sharpes were actually 
Canadian, but then again, Rikidozan was Korean) who could serve as decent working competition, 
given the still developing style of the time, against Rikidozan and Masahiko Kimura, amongst 
others. Japan was highly nationalistic during the post-war period, and clung to the story of one of 
their own battling the American invaders. This was a story reflected in many forms of Japanese 
media at the time. But, if questions of this sort are to be asked, then what of almost any major 
wrestling draw in history? I cannot think of a major star in the history of the business not 
succeeding, at least to some extent, due to the social climate of the time. Bruno Sammartino, even 
with his physical features and natural charisma benefited from the support of minority groups in 
New York. Rikidozan was born from the aforementioned want from the culture for a Japanese hero, 
the same culture that spawned the likes of comic book icon, Astroboy. Inoki and Baba followed 
from what was built from Rikidozan, and Rock and Austin were born from a collection of 
circumstance and the entertainment edge of the 1990s.
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To say that the candidacy of any of these performers should be questioned, simply due to their 
births from circumstance, is not only laughable, but also shows that almost any major star in pro-
wrestling must, at least to some extent, resonate with the culture of the time. Whilst the Sharpes are 
clearly not the icons that Inoki, Baba, Rikidozan, Hogan, Rock, or Austin were, they are still two of 
the most important names in the history of Japanese professional wrestling. It is doubtful that 
puroresu would have become nearly as big or successful than it did without the Sharpes, who were 
the necessary opposition for Rikidozan, Kimura, and the nation of Japan in a post-war climate.

This argument is only further strengthened by the influence the Sharpes had on the working style in 
Japan, as they brought the initial American influence to early puroresu, as did Rikidozan to some 
extent following his excursions to the United States. And, of course, if the Sharpes hadn't played the
role they did, at the time that they did, it is doubtful that gaijin acts such as the Destroyer, Lou 
Thesz, Freddie Blassie, or even later stars such as Stan Hansen would have been as effective, had 
they appeared at all The Sharpes in matches opposite Rikidozan and Kimura, aided additionally in 
the formation of a TV culture in Japan, as large crowds gathered around public televisions, or the 
initial wave of household TVs to watch the matches.

In my eyes it is quite apparent that of any of the current Hall of Fame candidates, specifically in the 
Modern US and Japan categories, which I follow, there is no set of candidates more instrumental in 
their niche than Mike and Ben Sharpe – after all, they founded their role, a rare feat.

For others in the Japanese category, lack of long term influence may act as a detraction. An example
of this is Volk Han, who despite debuting a great worker, and perhaps being the greatest worker in 
the history of shoot-style wrestling, the widespread death of the style, leads to a position that is not 
uncommon, that the shoot-style of Volk Han and Tamura is but a relic of the late 80s and 90s – 
although, Tamura was admittedly more varied than Volk Han, working more matches. This is most 
certainly an interesting argument for why Volk Han should not be inducted into the Hall of Fame, in
addition to the relatively small number of career matches that he worked, as well at the height of his
powers only being the second biggest draw in a medium sized promotion.

As much as Volk Han and Tamura are interesting cases, a candidate far more relevant to a 
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discussion of influence, and the role that it plays in the Wrestling Observer Hall of Fame voting 
criteria, comes from the Modern North American category. This candidate is CM Punk, who, unlike 
Volk Han, whilst still being an outstanding overall performer – generating memorable programmes 
with the likes of Rey Mysterio, Jeff Hardy, The Rock, John Cena, and Raven, and perhaps being the
best promo of his generation – an argument for the inclusion of CM Punk in the Hall of Fame that is
often times overlooked is his unique role of creating the foundations for independent talent in the 
WWE.

When CM Punk debuted in 2006 for WWE's rebooted ECW brand there existed a very clear ceiling 
for independent talent who were lucky enough to be offered a contract. In 2006, the roster was far 
different than it is today, with very few independent talents, and with the few that were positioned 
far from the main event scene. But, Punk's career is a story of opportunity, either capitalising on 
circumstance, or fighting to alter his environment in order to meet his seemingly immovable goals. 
Punk won his first WWE Championship/World Heavyweight Title in 2008, but was positioned at 
nearly every opportunity to fail. He had the star qualities, but failed to escape a seemingly perpetual
cycle of momentum growth and destruction. Then in 2011 he delivered his famous Las Vegas 
promo in July that not only served as one of the more iconic pieces of mic work of his career, but 
also catapulted him into a babyface position second from the top for the rest of his WWE tenure.

What followed was numerous cooling and warming periods, with the company's then infatuation 
with Alberto Del Rio attempting to break into the Mexican market, infringing on Punk's ability to 
garner a long-term championship reign – this is, of course ignoring his rushed return following his 
superstar-making performance with John Cena at Money in the Bank 2011 in Chicago. Regardless, 
even when faced with seemingly doomed programmes with the likes of Triple H and Kevin Nash, 
Punk pulled through, which resulted in his highly touted year-plus-long championship reign, a run 
all but unfathomable but a couple of years prior.

Punk departed in memorable fashion, a story upon which Punk elaborated greatly in an interview 
with Colt Cabana in late 2014, but he surprisingly left a legacy of sorts with the company, as he 
opened the minds of some, as far as to what extent independent talent may be pushed. This is of 
course an outsider's perspective, however, since the rise of Punk, the likes of Daniel Bryan and Seth
Rollins have taken off as stars, with the later specifically being pushed by the company, who didn't 
need their hand forced as was the case with Daniel Bryan. The timing, however, of the WWE's 
version of the Summer of Punk is unfortunate for this argument, as it coincides with Paul 
Levesque's rise to prominence as Executive Vice President of Talent, Live Events & Creative. This 
makes it fairly difficult to distinguish where Punk's influence ends and where Hunter's begins. And 
this is one of the stronger arguments that could be made against Punk as an influence on the future 
success of former-indie talent.

Creatively and artistically speaking, CM Punk had a Hall of Fame worthy career, but of course this 
statement is highly subjective. The argument of drawing power isn't as well defined as it once was, 
with the WWE brand drawing far more than any individual star for the most part. Drawing metrics 
will become even more difficult to analyse in future years with the distinct lack of pay-per-view 
buy-rates as the WWE Network continues to evolve. Even so, Punk's main drawing run would have 
taken place from 2011-2013, which, even if he had been a definitively strong draw, wouldn't have 
been a long enough period to secure him enough votes for induction. However, as more indie 
workers become WWE stars in the same vein as Seth Rollins, the argument for Punk will only grow
stronger, given that he became, through tenacity and natural ability, a shining counter example to 
the negative stereotypes that WWE hold and held against independent talent.
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Wrestling Observer Hall of Fame 2015 Discussion Part II: Modern
Bias

Ryan Clingman

A recent discussion on the Pro-Wrestling Only message board raised several interesting issues 
regarding the Wrestling Observer Hall of Fame. One of the biggest points raised, one worthy of 
debate, and that has been discussed in different forms for quite some time, is that of modern bias 
amongst certain balloters. This is the question of whether modern performers, particularly in the 
Modern North America and Japanese categories, are judged with less rigour and more concessions 
than their historical counterparts.

This is a relevant discussion to have, and has been raging mostly in the form of age-limit debate in 
recent years. There is, at the very least, a significant minority of voters and observers of Hall of 
Fame discussion that believe that the minimum age limit should be raised from its current limit of 
35 years, or 15 years in the business, to 40 years or 20 years in the business – some believe it should
be higher. This would, of course result in a greater degree of historical perspective on the careers of 
most modern performers. However, emphasis is placed on the idea of performers being evaluated in
the context of their era, by people who followed their careers in full, and in real time where 
possible, which would make the raising of the age limit improbable.

A larger concern, should perhaps be the standards to which modern performers are held. This, at 
very glance, would seem an easy enough task, however, when considering current business models, 
and changes that have taken place within the last fifteen years, defining a draw in 2015, or even 
2010, can be a very difficult task. For one, there is, for all intents and purposes in the United States, 
a single major promotion, where the value of the brand far out-weighs that of any individual 
performer or group of performers. What is more, is that in the years to come concrete metrics will 
become ever more scarce with the loss of quarter hours and pay-per-view numbers becoming all but
a thing of the past, at least for the WWE.

It can then be suggested that either only stars of the calibre of John Cena, seemingly once in a 
generation type stars, will be inducted, or none will. CM Punk, for example, as far as drawing goes, 
is by no means a Hall of Fame candidate in the eyes of most, it would seem. However, as a creative 
figure in the industry, a performer, and influence he may have a strong case, particularly in future 
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years, when his influence on the WWE and their roster will become more (or less) apparent.

On the other hand, a performer like Randy Orton, held in incredibly high regard by those who have 
worked with him, as well as with former wrestlers to some extent, bolsters little chance for 
induction, even if he was the star second from the top for the majority of the last seven or so years. 
This isn't necessarily an argument for Orton, and in actual fact something far from it, as I wouldn't 
give Orton the most cursory of thoughts as a candidate at this time. Nevertheless, there should be 
more open discussion dedicated to deciding to what standards modern performers should be judged,
even if a consensus will be hard to come by.

A related topic that was also addressed in said thread, was that on leniency towards the likes of 
Saito and Funaki in the Hall of Fame, and whilst there may be room to argue that those two did not 
deserve induction, I have no qualms with their status, especially, in the case of Funaki, given the 
duality between MMA and pro-wrestling in Japan. But, there are inductees such as Ultimo Dragon, 
whose inclusion is a little more debatable, although he did have undeniable influence, especially 
when considering the formation of Toryumon, and the birth of Dragon Gate that followed. Of 
course, Ultimo's inclusion sets a large president for Cima's induction too. At the same time, I don't 
see Shinsuke Nakamura, at least at this time, as a worthy inductee, which is a shame considering the
likelihood of his induction.
This isn't to say that Nakamura hasn't had a great career, because he has, and his reinvention in the 
2010s should be at least mentioned in any argument for his induction. Still, whilst showcasing an 13
year career, he was only really Hall of Fame worthy for a third of them. He has been a consistently 
great worker over the past few years, and on his best days perhaps one of the best in the world. 
However, whilst consistently great, there have been others in the company, particularly fellow 
candidate Minoru Suzuki who saw a far more complex career in many respects. Nakamura is a 
candidate that I would have liked to have seen assessed for the first time at the age of forty, as the 
status of his legacy will have taken a much clearer form several years down the line than it has now.
And this can be seen as one of the major benefits of a 40 year-old age limit, as many performers are 
still peaking at the age of 35, and some even have their largest career hot-streaks and failures, years 
later.

Another likely first ballot Hall of Famer is Daniel Bryan in the Modern US/Canada category, a man 
who will be on my ballot, perhaps a hypocritical move, although one that I have justified internally. 
Firstly, there are several performers in the Hall of Fame such as Shawn Michaels and Kurt Angle, 
who were both inducted primarily on work, one perhaps prematurely so (although I have very much
enjoyed Angle as a worker over the years), both of whom were inferior workers to Danielson/Bryan
in my eyes. Of course, in 2015 issuing criticism to the work of Shawn Michaels isn't commonplace, 
but I do believe his body of work to have been somewhat overplayed over the years. He was an 
outstanding worker, but certainly not one of the greatest of all time. Bryan, on the other hand, 
depending on the day, may very well fit into that category, producing a vast and diverse catalogue 
of matches throughout his career. At the same time, he acted as an example of just how far an indie 
performer, who the company wasn't particularly high on, could go when possessing as much talent 
as he did.

The drawing argument for Bryan is an interesting one, as he wasn't a major draw for the WWE, nor 
was he given the chance to be. However, he drew far above his push, and was the ace of Ring of 
Honor. But, how much weight should being the ace of a mid-2000s indie really carry? Not a lot it 
would seem, at least at face value, but emerging from that mid-2000s ROH company were perhaps 
future central components of the main stream scene, Zayn, Owens, Cesaro, and Rollins, with 
perhaps more to come in future years. We don't have ROH DVD sales figures like we had buy-rates 
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for the same time period, nor do we have concrete merchandise numbers, and so putting concrete 
numbers to Bryan's ROH is difficult, although I would wager that shows featuring Danielson drew 
more than ones that didn't, although this is simply a hunch.

A candidate I have gone back and forth on for quite some time on is Volk Han, who was, at very 
best the largest draw for a medium sized mid-to-late 1990s Japanese promotion, and for the 
majority of his career the top gaijin in the promotion, but a distant overall second to company 
founder and ace Akira Maeda. Volk Han, however, was maybe the best hyper-realistic shoot style 
wrestler in the history of the business, and this is of course from his very first match onward. By 
this fact he should be inducted, as Kurt Angle acts as a precedent for someone who was an 
outstanding rookie, and was inducted off of that and work rate alone. But, I do think that voters at 
the time of Angle's induction expected him to reach the status of an all-time great in the business, 
something that he didn't end up attaining. Volk Han doesn't have that prospect, as beyond being 
retired, he was the greatest rookie and best ever in a style that is largely dead, which may hurt his 
case in the eyes of many voters. However, with the likes of Benoit, Michaels, and Angle as 
inductees, I feel compelled to vote for him, with perhaps the only detraction being his astonishingly 
small match catalogue of under 50 matches.

Unfortunately, I haven't seen quite enough of Volk Han's most famous opponent, Kiyoshi Tamura, 
to justify a much needed vote to keep him on the ballot. Although, I hope to conduct some research 
in the following year, as he may have been close to Volk Han's level in the style whilst still 
performing in a more traditional environment outside of RINGS for many years. As long as he 
breaks the threshold percentage of 10, Tamura will remain on the ballot, unlike Volk Han, who 
requires 50 percent for continued inclusion.
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Rev Pro/New Japan Double Shot Weekend.
Oct 2 & 3. London/Reading, UK.

@BenCarass.
 
On Friday October 2nd, the York Hall in Bethnal Green, London was once again sold out, with 
1,200 fans packing the historic combat sports venue to see the biggest stars from New Japan Pro 
Wrestling join forces with one of the two hottest independents in the UK, Revolution Pro Wrestling,
for “Uprising 2015.” If you wanted to argue that the show was the biggest the UK scene had 
witnessed since the World of Sport era, I would have a hard time disagreeing with you. This felt like
a special show and without a doubt it was the greatest card I have ever seen live. There have been 
better stand-out matches on other shows I’ve been to, but from top to bottom “Uprising” was an 
incredible night of wrestling that will live long in the memory of anyone who was there to 
experience it.

Unfortunately York Hall was unavailable for back-to-back nights, so the “War of the Worlds UK” 
show on October 3rd took place at the Rivermead Leisure Complex in Reading, about 40 miles west
of London. Overall, the show couldn’t match the quality of the night before and the venue certainly 
didn’t have the same electric atmosphere that 1,200 fans created in the compact York Hall. The set 
up was basically a gymnasium with pull-out bleachers and a lot of open space between the different 
sections of the floor seats, which made for poor acoustics compared to the famous old Hall. I’d 
estimate maybe 700-800 people, which is a great crowd for any UK independent, but without the 
intimate setting the show was already missing something that was present the night before.

There was a meet-and-greet prior to each show which initially my girlfriend Bev and I were not 
going to go to, as we didn’t purchase a ticket for either day since we didn’t want something to go 
wrong with our travel plans and end up missing the event. We probably could have made it to the 
York Hall meet and greet, but I figured that we had probably already missed the 150 people cut off 
limit and decided to go to Subway instead. On the way back we did spot AJ Styles on his way to 
York Hall, so we were satisfied with that. On Saturday we were out of the hotel by 11am, on the 
train at 1pm and in Reading at 1:45pm, which gave us a good three hours to kill before the doors 
opened. We decided to go see if we could make it into the meet-and-greet even though we didn’t 
have a ticket. I assumed we’d get in with no problem, as what kind of wrestling promoter would 
turn away people willing to pay money up front? Sure enough, promoter Andy Quildan was on the 
door and he let us right in for £15 each; the entrance fee also gave you a free signed 8x10 and a 
picture with the wrestler of your choice. Bev chose Nakamura and I went for Tanahashi.

So inside this gymnasium in Reading, England, were all the stars of New Japan Pro Wrestling sat or
stood behind their gimmick tables chatting and posing with fans; it was quite a surreal experience at
first. The gimmick tables were set up in a circle around the gym and as you walked in through the 
door there was, in an anticlockwise order, Tanahashi & Nakamura, Tenzan & Kojima, Okada & 
Gedo, Liger & Kushida, Naito then finally Anderson & Gallows. Whilst waiting in the line to 
meet Tanahashi, I looked around and saw that all the wrestlers were busy with fans, apart from the 
guys sat at the very next table to us, Tenzan & Kojima, who were sat down chatting to Tiger 
Hattori. I don’t for one minute believe that these two legends were sat there all day and nobody 
came up to them, but at that moment it just seemed wrong to me that there wasn’t a huge crowd 
gathered around their table. Jushin Liger, whom could be heard from any part of the gym laughing 
and just generally being a great man, went over to Tenzan & Kojima’s table, still with nobody 
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around it, and yelled with as much irony as he could muster, “T-Shirt, £300, SOLD OUT!” After 
getting a look at Tanahashi’s Tokyo Dome contract, holding the briefcase, and having Nakamura 
put the IC title belt over my shoulder, I walked over to the TenCozy table and enquired about 
getting a picture. All I wanted initially was a picture with both of them together, however this 
became quite the confusing deal due to the wacky way paying for pictures and 8x10s worked. The 
gimmick was you could pay £10 for just a picture and for an extra £5 you got a signed 8x10. So 
when I asked for a “picture,” Tenzan signed and 8x10 and handed it to me. Well, I couldn’t just say 
“no thank you Mr Tenzan”, now could I? In the end I came away with a picture with both Tenzan 
& Kojima separately, plus the signed 8x10. Both guys were really friendly, especially Kojima, who
pulled me in for the photo in such an enthusiastic manner you would have thought we had just won 
the All Asia Tag Team championships. He also took a liking to Bev and insisted he shake her hand 
before we moved along to Gedo & Okada. There was yet more Jushin Liger greatness though, as 
while the confusion over the Tenzan & Kojima picture was going on, he ran over to us, put his 
hand on my shoulder and robustly encouraged me to, “BUY T-SHIRT, £300!” I laughed and held 
out my wallet and said, “Ok, take, take.” Tenzan & Kojima chuckled, but Liger was so impressed 
with my generosity that he let out a vigorous, “OHH!” then patted me on the back and said, “Very 
good.” Up next was Okada & Gedo’s table and Bev had her picture taken with both of them, while 
I only went for Okada, since I needed to make sure I had enough money for a picture with the 
greatest man alive. When I approached his table with Kushida, Liger offered me one of his T-
Shirts, again for “THREE HUNDRED POUND!” I said, “Just picture, please” and he replied, “Ok, 
T-Shirt SOLD-OUT!” Apparently, this must have been Liger’s way of entertaining himself all day, 

because he had a sign ready to go which read, “T-Shirt, ¥500, SOLD-OUT!” He gleefully held it up 
during our photo and gave me another pat on the back as I walked away without any doubt in my 
mind that I had just met the greatest man in the history of the planet. So wrapped up in Liger’s 

antics was I, that I barely even noticed poor Kushida who was sitting right to him, or even Naito at 
the next table. Liger was that guy who just made everybody in the room pay attention to him no 
matter what, and that was quite an achievement considering who else was there. The wackiness 
didn’t end there though, as before we left Bev decided she wanted a picture with Tanahashi, so I 
got ready to take the photo and who is causing a commotion on the opposite side of the room? You 
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got it, Jushin Liger, who had pressed himself up against the full length window of the gym like a 
giant starfish and was waving his arms up and down like he was trying to make a snow angel. On 
top of that, he was facing out into the parking lot and as people walked by, some of whom were not 
even there to see the wrestlers, he banged on the glass and continued with his starfish game. 
Imagine you have just gone down to the local leisure centre for a swim or whatever and when you 
get there, a strange Japanese man in a weird mask is there to greet you by banging on the window 
which he has pressed his entire body up against.

Revolution Pro Wrestling “Uprising” – October 2nd 2015
York Hall: Bethnal Green, London.

 
Show opened with the British Tag Team Champions, The Revolutionists of Sha Samuels & James
Castle, interrupting the proceedings and challenging any team to an open challenge. Samuels, like 
the fine heel that he is, made sure to tell ring announcer and promoter, Andy Quildan, to declare 
that it would be a non-title match. Satoshi Kojima & Hiroyoshi Tenzan made somewhat of a 
surprise appearance, as they were only advertised for the following night in Reading, and the 
legendary, five-time IWGP Tag Team Champions accepted the challenge.

Non-Title: The Revolutionists (Sha Samuels & James Castle) (British Tag Team Champions) 
vs. TenCozy (Satoshi Kojima & Hiroyoshi Tenzan). – Revolutionists over in 8:30. Like most 
TenCozy matches these days, it wasn’t anything special. Kojima can still go when required, but 
Tenzan is severely limited. Nevertheless, the crowd were into the legends big time and it was fun to
see them hit all their spots. Fans hissed along for Tenzan’s Mongolian chops and a few even joined 
in with Kojima’s “Icchauzo Bakayaro” elbow drop. Kojima sold for the heat and Tenzan made the
comeback. Finish saw Kojima nail Tenzan with a lariat by mistake then Samuels nailed Kojima 
with a low-blow and Castle hit him with his Tag Team title belt behind the refs back. (** ¼ )

ACH vs. Martin Kirby. – Kirby over in 11:48. Solid stuff here. Kirby was subbing for his former 
Project Ego tag partner, Kris Travis, who sadly had to retire earlier this month due to ill-health. 
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ACH, who’s charisma doesn’t really come across on TV because the guy oozes the stuff in person, 
was making his RevPro debut and did some comedy stuff early. Kirby looked good and was in 
place to take all of ACH’s wacky moves. For the finish, Kirby avoided a 450 and got the pin with 
the FameAsser. On commentary the announcers put over that Kirby dedicated the match to Kris 
Travis, so him going over was the right move and a nice story.

Non-Title: Big Damo vs. Shinsuke Nakamura (IWGP Intercontinental Champion). – 
Nakamura over in 15:12. They set this match up in June when Damo beat Tomohiro Ishii and 
Nakamura came out for a face-off, kind of like they do in Japan, and it ended up being one hell of 
a match. Like Ishii before him, Nakamura worked a match to make the much bigger Damo look 
like a monster and did a fantastic job. Damo overpowered Nakamura and hit a bunch of big 
moves, including a One Winged Angel and his coast-to-coast Van Terminator. Nakamura would get
bursts of offense in, but Damo constantly shut him down. It built to a double-down after 
Nakamura landed a jumping knee strike off the second rope and Damo came back with a Samoan 
Drop and a senton splash. Then things got insane. Damo delivered an inverted lifting DDT, like the 
reverse Bloody Sunday, and everyone inside the building thought Nakamura had broken his neck. 
Watching live it literally looked like he was spiked right on top of his head, but upon watching the 
VOD it wasn’t as horrific as it first appeared. Still, it was a scary spot. The finish was equally as 
crazy, as Nakamura unloaded a flurry of strikes and hit the Boma Ye and Damo kicked out at one! 
The place went nuts and Damo slapped himself in the face to fire up. Nakamura then went for his 
Reverse Powerslam but Damo didn’t rotate enough and he took a gross looking bump right on the 
back of his head and neck. Nakamura finished him off with another Boma Ye. (**** ½ )

Hiroshi Tanahashi & Jushin “Thunder” Liger vs. Kazuchika Okada (IWGP Heavyweight 
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Champion) & Gedo. – Tanahashi & Liger over in 17:12. In comparison to the previous match, 
this was like a house show match you’d get on a NJPWWorld, but still, seeing these four wrestle in 
person was an amazing experience. Tiger Hattori was the referee and he got a great reception from
the UK fans. Gedo & Okada played subtle heels and got the heat on Liger. Tanahashi ran wild off
the hot tag and we had a longer than expected exchange between Tanahashi & Okada. Just 
watching these two work in a unspectacular tag match felt special and was a timely reminder of 
why their feud has been the backbone of New Japan for over three years. Everyone hit their 
signature stuff, the dropkick, slingblade, shotei, the Gedo-clutch. Finish saw Tanahashi pin Gedo 
with the High Fly Flow. (*** ¼)

Best of the Super Juniors Final Rematch: Kushida vs. Kyle O’Reilly (IWGP Jr Tag Team 
Champion). – O’Reilly over in 17:23. Excellent match; it was the first match back after 
intermission so it took the crowd a while to get going, but the place was rocking by the end and 
both men received a standing ovation for their efforts. There were a couple of really great little 
subtleties here, like O’Reilly grabbing his own tights to block the Hoverboard Lock and Kushida 
doing the old Ricky Morton babyface in peril deal of making eye contact and reaching out to the 
fans at ringside. They did a ton of reversals early and both men worked on the other’s arm to soften 
it up for their respective submission holds. Things really picked up when Kushida landed his 
awesome straight right hand, which received a “Holy Sh*t” chant due to how great it looked. They 
had a fabulous strike battle which resulted in a double-down. Kushida went for a springboard and 
O’Reilly caught him in the cross armbreaker. They did a bunch of great near-falls and the finish 
came when O’Reilly hooked Kushida in a triangle. Kushida never tapped, but he “passed out” in 
the hold and the ref called for the bell. It felt like they peaked earlier in the match and the finish 
didn’t quite reach the crescendo that this performance deserved. Regardless, it was still an 
incredible match. (****)

Tetsuya Naito vs. Mark Haskins. – Naito over in 13:02. Good match, but it couldn’t follow the 
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previous encounter. Naito came out in his full body costume and mask. If you only know Mark 
Haskins from his brief stint in TNA’s X Division then you might not recognise the great all-rounder
he’s become over the last couple of years. Haskins got a lot of offense in before Naito cut him off 
for the heat and didn’t look out of his league at all in there with the multi-talented Naito. Finish saw
Naito win with his new Destino move. (***)

No DQ Match for the British Cruiserweight Championship: Josh Bodom (C) vs. Jimmy 
Havoc. – Bodom retained in 16:11. This was a fun, wild brawl that was a totally different to 
everything else on the card. They brawled through the crowd, into the bar and took out about 4 rows
of ringside seats where I was sitting. Havoc stole the announcers TV monitor, but he ended up 
being sent head first into it by Bodom. Bodom used a staple gun that Havoc brought into play and 
used it on several parts of Havoc’s body, including his gentiles. Havoc threw a chair at Bodom’s 
head, but thankfully he got his hands up, then Jimmy got some thumbtacks but Bodom bailed 
before he could use them. Bodom’s fellow Revolutionists, Sha Samuels & James Castle came out
and put a beating on Havoc and Samuels gave Havoc a spinebuster onto the tacks to help Bodom 
get the win. (*** ¼)

Undisputed British Heavyweight Championship: AJ Styles (C) vs. Marty Scurll vs. Will 
Ospreay. – Styles retained in 18:24. After seeing legends like Kojima & Tenzan, Nakamura & 
Big Damo tear the house down, the spectacle of Tanahashi & Liger vs. Okada & Gedo, the 
Kushida & O’Reilly clinic and a crazy brawl that the fans went crazy for, these three guys had a 
hell of a job on their hands to put on a worthy main event. Thankfully, all three men were on top 
form and had a tremendous match. It was all action and not one of those three-ways where the guys 
take turns at rolling out to the floor and keeping it one-on-one for long periods of time. Scurll & 
Ospreay are two of the best on the UK scene and were right at home working with one of the best 
on the planet, AJ Styles. There were countless awesome three-way spots. Some of the highlights 
included a great sequence of all three men nailing each other with superkicks and Peles, AJ 
performing his phenomenal inverted DDT on both men and Ospreay going for a springboard and 
getting caught by Scurll in the dreaded Chicken Wing. There was an extraordinary near-fall when 
in one fluid motion, Ospreay hit a huge corkscrew plancha over the ring post on to AJ, landed on 
his feet, and ran around to the opposite corner where he performed the Generico tope DDT through 
the ropes on Scurll. Ospreay rolled him in the ring and hit the British Airways but AJ broke up the 
pin at 2.9999. Finish was also pretty spectacular, as AJ planted Ospreay with a Ganso Bomb and 
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Scurll slapped the Chicken Wing on Styles. AJ fought to his feet and Ospreay preformed a 
springboard Ace Crusher on Scurll then AJ immediately caught Ospreay in the Styles Clash and 
got the win. (**** ¼)

 
Revolution Pro Wrestling “War of the Worlds UK” – October 3rd 2015
Rivermead Leisure Complex: Reading, Berkshire.

Testuya Naito vs. Kushida vs. Martin Kirby. – Naito over in 12:18. Decent opener, however 
unlike the three-way main event of Uprising there was a lot more one guy out, one guy in. Naito 
heeled it up and didn’t get involved for about 5 minutes, before finally he tripped up Kushida from 
the floor. It was cool seeing Naito and Kushida work together, as I can only recall them facing off 
in a few tag matches since their singles match back in September of 2011. Naito ended up pinning 
Kushida with the Destino. (***)

Lord Gideon Gey w/Rishi Ghosh vs. Gedo. – Gideon over in 8:38. If you’ve never seen Gideon, 
he’s kind of like a throwback, over the top, comedy heel from the World of Sports era and he plays 
the gimmick really quite well. Although, I did see him arriving at the building before the show in 
his regular street clothes, carrying his own bags, and I couldn’t help think to myself that it would 
have been awesome if he made Rishi Ghosh carry his bags into the building. Match was pretty 
basic. Fans were into Gedo and Ghosh interfered a bunch of times. Finish saw Ghosh hit his finish 
on Gedo behind the ref’s back and Gideon won with his House of Lords submission. (** ¼)
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The Thrillers (Mark Haskins & Joel Redman) vs. TenCozy (Satoshi Kojima & Hiroyoshi 
Tenzan). – TenCozy over in 12:05. Believe it or not, watching live, I enjoyed this match just about 
as much as anything else on the show. The story they told was great and Kojima & Tenzan were 
both outrageously good in the roles. The Brits got the best of the legends early on and you could see
Kojima getting more and more frustrated. Finally, he offered Redman a handshake then jumped 
him from behind, thus beginning a tremendous heel beat-down with Tenzan pounding Haskins on 
the floor and Kojima pummelling Redman in the ring. I was just expecting a nice little babyface 
vs. legends match, so the heel turn mid-match caught me completely off guard; it was awesome. For
the finish, the Thrillers hit a double-team foot stomp but Tenzan pulled the ref out to stop the 
count; TenCozy hit Redman with the TenKoji cutter and Kojima finished him off with his strong 
arm lariat. Newsflash: Kojima & Tenzan are awesome! They get a lot of flak these days, mostly 
Tenzan, but watching them live and flip the switch from face to heel so seamlessly, it was 
abundantly obvious that you were watching two absolute masters at work. (*** ¼)

Non-Title Match: Marty Scurll vs. Shinsuke Nakamura (IWGP Intercontinental Champion). 
– Nakamura over in 17:21. These two had a perfectly good, solid match, but they were unable to 
create the magic from their respective matches the night before and it never really felt like they got 
out of third gear. Nakamura did all his signature spots: the vibration boot, running knee in the 
corner, jumping hiza off the ropes. Scrull got a lot of offense and worked over Nakamura’s arm for
the heat and to soften it up for his Chicken Wing, which he eventually locked in but Nakamura got 
to the ropes. They did a similar finish to the Big Damo match, however it didn’t get over nearly as 
big as in York Hall: Scurll kicked out of the Boma Ye at one then Nakamura hit his Reverse 
Powerslam and Scurll got right back up to land a European uppercut. Nakamura came back with a 
jumping hiza off the second rope and finished Scurll off with one more knee strike to get the pin. 
(*** ½)

Champions vs. Champions: The Revolutionists (Sha Samuels & James Castle) (British Tag 
Team Champions) vs. Karl Anderson & Doc Gallows (IWGP Tag Team Champions). – Bullet 
Club over via DQ at 7:08. This was probably the weakest match of the entire weekend and the 
finish was your typical politically correct deal between champions of two different companies. 
Bullet Club were over big, so naturally the Revolutionists jumped them at the bell to start things 
off with a brawl. Anderson sold for the heat and Gallows made the comeback; finish saw Gallows 
& Gun go for the Magic Killer on Samuels, but Castle came in with one of the tag belts and nailed
both guys with it for the DQ. (**)
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Non-Title Match: Will Ospreay vs. Kazuchika Okada (IWGP Heavyweight Champion) 
w/Gedo. – Okada over in 16:32. This was match of the night by a wide margin and Ospreay 
proved again why he might be the best guy on the UK scene by hanging step-for-step with one of 
the best in the world. It was back-and-forth early then Okada took over and played the subtle, 
arrogant, heel role that he does so well and put Ospreay in a wacky submission while he rested his 
head on his hand. Ospreay came back and landed a handspring gamengiri and the Sasuke Special! 
Ospreay went for an imploding 450 splash off the top but Okada got his knees up. They did some 
really great near-falls, with Okada using his Reverse Neckbreaker Drop and Ospreay hitting a 
springboard Ace Crusher. For the finish, Ospreay countered the Rainmaker and Okada reversed 
another Ace Crusher into the Tombstone then landed the Rainmaker to end it. – This kind of had 
that old-school feel of the World Champion coming to town to wrestle the top babyface in the 
territory, and if Rev Pro had an actual TV deal they could build this thing up like a huge deal for 
weeks with promos and such. I suppose they could do it on their YouTube show, but I imagine that 
is unlikely. (**** ¼)

Big Damo vs. Hiroshi Tanahashi. – Tanahashi over in 15:05. In four months, Big Damo has had 
amazing matches with Tomohiro Ishii, Shinsuke Nakamra, and now, Hiroshi Tanahashi. This 
wasn’t as spectacular as the Ishii/Nakamura bouts and was more of a “Tanahashi” match, without 
the stiff strikes or high impact moves, but it was still a very good effort all-round. Tanahashi 
played babyface in peril and sold for the huge Damo, while coming back briefly with a few hope 
spots here and there. Damo use the One Winged Angel and his nasty high angle inverted DDT for a 
couple of near-falls. Tanahashi landed an impressive Superplex and they engaged in some nice 
back-and-forth exchanges. Finish saw Tanahashi avoid the coast-to-coast Van Termination, hit the 
Slingblade and get the pin with the High Fly Flow. (*** ¾)

Undisputed British Heavyweight Championship: AJ Styles (C) vs. Jushin “Thunder” Liger. – 
Styles retained in 15:05. This is probably the best Liger singles match I’ve seen in a long time, or at
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least since he faced Adam Cole in ROH last year. Liger shone early and did all of his submissions; 
AJ dove off the apron and Liger sent him into one of the posts that held up the lighting rig then he 
slammed AJ on the floor. Liger worked over the back with some more holds but was cut off when 
Styles reversed a baseball slide into a Uranage Backbreaker on the floor. AJ kept looking for the 
Calf Killer and finally got it, however Liger got to the ropes after a long struggle. Liger pulled out 
a top rope Frankensteiner then got a near-fall with the shotei and a Ligerbomb. There was a 
tremendous sequence that saw Liger throw a bunch of shotei strikes; AJ came back with an 
enzuigiri, landed Bloody Sunday and went for the Styles Clash, Liger countered but AJ hit the Pele
and Liger fired back with his rolling koppu kick for a double-down. Finish saw Liger go for 
another Frankensteiner but AJ countered and after a battle for position he hit the Styles Clash to 
retain the belt. (*** ¾)

Greatness from the Twitter Machine.
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Beat the Champ by The Mountain Goats Album Review: The Best 
Oud to Pro-Wrestling Since Chikara's Glory Years

Ryan Clingman

 
The notion of professional wrestling as an art form to the layperson, casual viewer, and perhaps 
even specific individuals in the business itself, is often times expressed as ludicrous. Perhaps the 
cultural stigma accumulated over decades is too great a barrier to overcome, but regardless of the 
cause, wrestling, as much as those within a niche community may discuss it, myself included, we 
are in the minority as people who favour the consumption of their wrestling through a more critical, 
and to an extent, less visceral lens. In spite of this, there still exists room for the general public's 
view to sway, and if not increase the popularity of wrestling by a small amount, at least improve its 
perception.
 
'The Wrestler' in 2008 had that opportunity, although of course the probability of a single popular 
film, book, TV series, or movie reversing all of the damage done to public opinion is small. 
Regardless of whether The Wrestler' could have made a positive impact or not, its portrayal of 
wrestling and the people involved was, in several ways, overtly negative. There haven't been many 
analogous projects since, and the subject of this review, 'Beat the Champ' by the Mountain Goats, 
certainly isn't such a project. There exist numerous differences between the two, one of the most 
important being that 'Beat the Champ' is an indie album and not an Oscar nominated film and its 
portrayal of pro-wrestling is wholly more positive.

In short, 'Beat The Champ' is a love letter to professional wrestling, the variety of which I hadn't 
come into prior contact with. There existed Chikara at its creative peak, which one could argue was 
a tribute to much of what wrestling is, but that was still a pro-wrestling product. Wrestling 
references and quotes are fairly common in hip-hop from Madvillan to Eminem, a whole song in 
the case of Milo's 'Sweet Chin Music', however, where the analogy between 'Beat The Champ' and 
the music of those mentioned above, and many more, fails is in their length and intent. Where you 
might find a wrestling inspired lyric in even a Neil Young record from the 70s, references of that 
sort, and even songs in the case of Milo, use a wrestling-related lexis to express unrelated ideas – 
and this is far from the case in 'Beat The Champ'.
 
Throughout its 13 tracks 'The Mountain Goats' founder, John Darnielle, hops from one topic to 
another flame balls, masks, hair matches, and Chavo Classic are but a few of the topics that share 
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centre stage. What is indeed very unique about the concept album is not only the variety of topics 
addressed, but also the manner through which Darnielle does so, both lyrically and musically. Most 
every song on the album is written from a unique perspective. The album's first track 'South 
Western Territory', is a prime example of this, the story of an 70s/80s territorial performer losing his
last match in the Los Angeles territory before "Black[ing] out from local TV"; all narrated in the 
third person. Whether or not this was a journeyman performer with a number of jobs, as alluded to 
by "work like a dog all day", or simply the tale of a star leaving the Los Angeles territory for 
another is unknown. Several other tracks,"Animal Mask", "Luna", and "Werewolf Gimmick" are 
similarly open-ended.
 
Conversely, other tracks on the album are highly specific, focusing on single events or wrestlers, 
such as the tense 'Stabbed to Death Outside San Juan', whose story should be self evident from the 
title – "some times you get heat, sometimes it follows you around" and "When the blade hits bone, 
everybody hears it sing. Shower room full of people, no one hears a goddamned thing" are two lines
that serve as standouts in particular. "I am climbing down the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram" is also 
a personal favourite from 'Stabbed to Death Outside San Juan' If only as a wrestling 
fan/astrophysics student; two interests one doesn't find amalgamated all too often.
 
As has already been made evident by the use of words such as "heat" and "gimmick", this is an 
album that makes use of several insider terms, which must have been a risky move given that the 
band's primary audience isn't the wrestling fan, even if there will exist some degree of crossover. 
The album shouldn't work, but it does at almost every point. One standout track is 'The Legend of 
Chavo Guerrero', which is written from the perspective Darnielle, reflecting on his feelings towards 
Chavo Classic as a hero for justice, as a child. 'The Legend of Chavo Guerrero', whilst the catchiest 
of all songs on the album, also distils some insight into Darnielle's current fandom in that he "heard 
his son got famous and went nationwide...I don't know if that's true", which would imply that he is a
lapsed fan, or fell out of love with pro-wrestling during childhood.
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'Fire Editorial' and 'The Ballad of Bull Ramos' are two more songs that focus on specific wrestlers, 
with 'Fire Editorial' describing The Sheik in 'Michigan' and 'Ontario'. In that song is also mentioned 
Indiana, where he wrestled for the AWA and WWA in the 1960s. 'The Ballad of Bull Ramos' 
discusses the nature in which Ramos lost a leg, went blind, and suffered kidney damage due to 
diabetes, leaving him to reminisce on his Houston porch about his career triumphs. Reading through
the track listings, this track title in particular may seem a deliberately obscure choice to write a 
"ballad" about, but the vast majority of people who watch wrestling as children develop esoteric 
favourites, which is a verification of this album's honest and genuine nature. Likewise, when these 
songs were being written and recorded they could have thrown in references to more well known 
names, but the resultant product wouldn't have been as genuine.
 
The Luchas de Apuestas quota was not left unmet with 'Unmasked' and the closer 'Hairmatch' both 
serving as creative and moving descriptions of the emotion that drives a well-built match of that 
archetype. Some of the instrumentation on 'Hairmatch' was very Slint-esque and similar to the 
opener of 'Spiderland' – instrumentation wise, it wouldn't have been out of place in the famous 
Generico/Steen video package for Final Battle 2010. 'Unmasked' had its interesting moments, if 
only because of its use of the mask match as a metaphor. There were songs similar to 'Unmasked' 
that used wrestling more as an analogy than as the main focus of a narrative – 'Werewolf Gimmick', 
'Choked Out' and 'Luna', the latter of which is in no way related to Luna Vachon. However, these 
tracks or just musically and thematically consistent enough, as to not disrupt the flow of the album 
as a whole.
 
There have been lyrics and songs written about pro-wrestling in the past, they are at times hideous 
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at other times they make a positive impression -- you hear them every week on the Art of Wrestling.
However, never has there been, at least to my knowledge, a set of recordings that represented pro-
wrestling's good side so well -- and perhaps more importantly, reminded us of the intrigue and 
passion that fuelled our initial interest.

Ted DiBiase/Junkyard Dog/Bob Roop, Prologue.
@BenCarass

For nine long months the main storyline on Mid-South TV has been the feud between Bob Roop & 
Ted DiBiase over the North American Heavyweight title. DiBiase beat Paul Orndorff for the title 
on November 1st 1981 in Lake Charles, LA with the Figure-Four leglock. In response to the loss 
Orndorff enlisted the help of Bob Roop, who, being a great amateur shooter, came up with a 
counter to the Figure-Four and the two tried for weeks to take back the North American belt from 
DiBiase but never could defeat the fiery young babyface. On March 17th Orndorff was set to 
challenge DiBiase for the championship on TV, however he didn’t show up for the match and his 
good buddy, Bob Roop, took his place. Roop defeated DiBiase for the title when Skandor Akbar’s
One Man Gang hit the ring and wrapped DiBiase’s leg around the ring post; Roop applied 
DiBiase’s own Figure-Four and ever the fighting babyface, DiBiase refused to surrender and 
“passed out” from the pain. The attack from One Man Gang put DiBiase out for “six weeks” (it 
was really only five) with “stretched ligaments” in his knee and it was revealed that Bob Roop 
tampered with Paul Orndorff’s starter motor in his car so he would miss his match with DiBiase. 
This angle became known as the “double, double-cross” because Roop & Orndorff had originally 
gone to Skandor Akbar and paid him off to enlist the services of the One Man Gang in order to 
help Orndorff steal the title away from DiBiase. Roop not only vandalised Orndorff’s car so he 
wouldn’t show up, but he also changed the plan with Akbar & Gang so that he would become the 
new North American champion instead. DiBiase returned to TV on April 29th and pinned Roop in a
non-title match. The next week saw DiBiase save “Iron” Mike Sharpe from having his leg injured 
by the One Man Gang, as he couldn’t help but interfere in their match to stop Sharpe from 
suffering the same fate that he and many other babyfaces had suffered at the hands of Akbar’s 
Army. Roop insisted that DiBiase be suspended and fined “at least $5,000” by kayfabe Mid-South 
president, Charlie Lay; instead, DiBiase was fined $2,500 and escaped a suspension, however his 
championship rematch, which he earned by pinning Roop clean on 29/4, was taken away as 
punishment.

In the weeks that followed, DiBiase mainly worked against, and demolished, TV jobbers, with the 
exception of a brief series with the Grappler & the Assassin – two of Skandor Akbar’s hired 
goons. Each time out, DiBiase became a little more aggressive and he noticeably wasn’t playing to 
the fans as much. On June 3rd Bob Roop defended the North American title against DiBiase’s best 
friend, the Junkyard Dog on TV. In a call-back to the Roop/DiBiase title switch on 17/3, One 
Man Gang ran in and tried to wrap JYD’s leg around the ring post just like he did to DiBiase. 
Ernie Ladd, who had been feuding with Akbar for months, saved the Dog however Roop 
continued his attack and went to deliver a Bombs Away Knee Drop off the top rope, which under 
Mid-South law was the equivalent of the piledriver in Memphis: a move so dangerous it had to be 
outlawed. DiBiase hit the ring and threw his body on top of JYD, saving his best friend and taking 
the full impact of Roop’s Knee Drop. The following week’s TV saw DiBiase cut a passionate 
promo about how Mid-South had failed him because Roop stole the North American title from him 
and he never received his rightful rematch. DiBiase gave match maker, Grizzly Smith, an 
ultimatum and said he would not wrestle again unless he got a No DQ championship against Roop 
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and declared that he would leave Mid-South forever if he could not beat Roop for the title. The 
most notable thing about DiBiase’s promo was that his right hand was heavily taped up and later on
during the episode he would later squash TV jobber, Mike Bond, and for the first time DiBiase 
wore a white glove on his right hand. On that same show, Junkyard Dog did an interview and said 
he appreciated what DiBiase did for him but noted that Teddy was going about things the wrong 
way. The next week Bill Watts announced that the Roop/DiBiase No DQ title match was official 
and Roop stated that he would not wrestle DiBiase unless his glove was “X-rayed” and fully 
checked out beforehand. During a pre-tape promo DiBiase explained that his hand was injured and 
the glove was for protection then he vowed that he would never use the glove to cheat or to gain any
unfair advantage during a match. Later on during the 17/6 episode, DiBiase once again ran out to 
save JYD from another assault from the Grappler, the Assassin & One Man Gang, who once 
again tried to wrap Dog’s leg around the post.

With the Samoans & Paul Orndorff gone from the territory, Mid-South was pretty slim on top 
heels that could draw money. Ernie Ladd was now a babyface, Bob Roop was a great hand but not
charismatic enough to be the #1 heel, The Assassin was too old for a main event run, The 
Grappler had already been a semi-main eventer in 1981 when he was the North American 
champion, One Man Gang was far too green to be put in that spot and by this point guys like the 
Freebirds were only coming back for special one-off shots as they had already had their run on top 
with the legendary “blinding” angle with Michael Hayes & JYD in 1980. DiBiase notes in his 
book that Ernie Ladd, Watt’s right hand man in booking the territory, had told him to keep an eye 
out for a potential top heel that could come into Mid-South for programs against himself and JYD. 
One night after a TV taping in Shreveport, LA, DiBiase visited Ladd in his hotel room at the 
Sheraton and told Ernie that he had found the perfect guy to be the territory’s top heel. When Ladd 
enquired about the identity of Mid-South’s new top bad guy, DiBiase excitedly replied, “Ernie, you
are looking at him.” Ladd apparently was immediately on board with the idea and said, “Why 
didn’t I think of that? That’s it!” The two pitched the idea to Bill Watts, who also loved it, and so 
Watts & Ladd began to plant the seeds for a DiBiase heel turn, with DiBiase becoming more 
aggressive and wearing his famed black glove, which for a couple of weeks was actually white. 
More importantly, DiBiase badmouthed the promotion and issued Mid-South with the ultimatum 
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which led to him receiving his title rematch with Bob Roop. The only problem was that Roop was 
also a heel and for DiBiase’s turn to have the most impact it would have to occur with someone that
the fans adored, someone who DiBiase had ran out to help on TV, someone who was legitimately 
the best man at DiBiase’s wedding: The Junkyard Dog.
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JYD held the secondary Louisiana Heavyweight title and Tag Team belts, but had always come up 
short when challenging for Mid-South’s top prize, the North American Heavyweight championship. 
As the top babyface, Watts fed pretty much all of his heels to the Dog, who, due to his limited 
capabilities as a worker, usually smashed his opponents in short matches and beat them so 
decisively that they had to leave for another territory. Plus the beloved hero, JYD, chasing the 
elusive North American title was a much easier and guaranteed way to draw money without 
exposing JYD by putting the title on him for an extended period of time and having him work in 
long singles main events. There are of course exceptions to every rule, but the accepted wisdom 
back then was that there would be an instant drop off in business once the chase is over and the 
babyface has finally achieved his ultimate goal; in this case it would be JYD winning the North 
American title. In order to position Ted DiBiase as the top heel, they first needed to set up JYD to 
shoot the big angle on television. On June 21st in a non-televised match in downtown New Orleans, 
LA, Junkyard Dog finally defeated Bob Roop for the North American title. A mere two days later 
on June 23rd at the TV tapings in Shreveport, LA, this episode of Mid-South television was taped 
and Watts, Ladd & Grizzly Smith pulled the trigger and set DiBiase up as their top heel for the 
next four years or-so. This episode would first air on WGNO in its usual 4-5pm timeslot on June 
26th before being biked around to the other surrounding markets. Two weeks later on July 7th 
DiBiase & JYD would wrestle at the Superdome and draw 22,800 fans, the biggest house since the 
JYD/Hayes match in 1980. Since Watts & Co didn’t want to burn the program out straight away, 
DiBiase & JYD went on third from the top and the finish was a double DQ. The Semi-main event 
saw Andre the Giant beat Killer Khan, which they also set up on this episode, and in the main 
event, JYD & Mr Olympia went over Big John Studd & the Super Destroyer to send the fans 
home happy.
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Mid-South Wrestling (TV #146)
June 26th 1982
Irish McNeil Boys Club: Shreveport, LA.

Boyd Pierce & Bill Watts opened the show and Watts explained that JYD had become the new 
North American Heavyweight champion in New Orleans on June 21st when he defeated Bob Roop. 
Watts explained that Ted DiBiase was set to face Roop in a non-title match but DiBiase had 
injured himself when he ran out to help the Junkyard Dog in a brawl earlier on that show, so 
Grizzly Smith booked JYD vs. Roop for the title and the Dog walked away with the belt. Watts 
said that JYD would have to vacate the Louisiana Heavyweight title and a tournament would be 
held in Baton Rouge on July 6th to crown a new LA champion. Watts noted that Ted DiBiase 
would still receive his North American title shot and would also have to stick to the stipulation that 
he would leave if he couldn’t beat JYD. We then got a series of pre-tape promos from JYD, 
DiBiase & Roop about the situation with the championship.

JYD said he was fortunate to win the North American title and was sad he had to vacate the 
Louisiana belt because he loved to represent the people. Dog vowed to defend the North American 
title to the best of his ability and would continue to represent all the fans of Mid-South Wrestling. 
DiBiase cut a great promo and said he never thought he would have to face his best friend like this 
and questioned if he was really good enough to beat the Dog. DiBiase said his friendship with JYD 
didn’t pay the bills and stated that when “business begins, friendship ends” then declared he would 
do “whatever it takes” to win the title. Back to another JYD pre-tape and Dog talked about being 
DiBiase’s best man at his wedding then confidently stated that he didn’t have to worry about 
DiBiase stabbing him in the back because Ted was “a fair man.” Finally we got a promo from Bob 
Roop, who was furious about losing the belt and called the whole thing a giant “rip-off!” Roop 
challenged JYD to a rematch next week and said he didn’t have to worry about DiBiase beating the 
Dog for the title because DiBiase didn’t have what it took.

“Dr Death” Steve Williams vs. Jeff Sword. – Williams over in 3:04. Watts spent most of the 
match talking about Doc training with Dave & Mark Schultz at the University of Oklahoma and 
mentioned that the Schultz brothers had helped his son, Mike Watts, in several amateur wrestling 
tournaments. Williams, who still looked super green, even his lock-up needed a lot of work at this 
point, won with an ugly backdrop, a chopblock and the Oklahoma Stampede.
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Non-Title Match: Big John Studd & The Super Destroyer (NWA National Tag Team 
Champions) vs. Ernie Kirkland & David Price. – Studd & Destroyer over in 2:23. This 
incarnation of the Super Destroyer was Scott Irwin, who had been in Mid-South in 1981, where 
he won the Tag Team titles with the Grappler and the Louisiana title from Jimmy Garvin. Irwin 
left for Jarrett’s CWA in Memphis and formed a tag team with the Masked Superstar then the duo
jumped to Georgia where they won the NWA National Tag Team titles from Bob & Brad 
Armstrong on January 22, 1982. In March of ’82, the Masked Superstar handed over his half of 
the tag titles to Big John Studd and here they are in Mid-South. Match wasn’t much, although 
Studd & Destroyer looked like killers as they murderized these jobbers. Kirkland was the 
proverbial sack of excrement and didn’t go up for anything, so Studd & Destroyer beat the crap 
out of him. Price went up much easier for the heels and they threw him around too. Finish saw 
Studd submit Price with a Canadian Backbreaker.

No DQ Match for the North American Heavyweight Championship: Junkyard Dog (C) vs. 
Ted DiBiase – If DiBiase Loses he Must Leave Mid-South Forever. – DiBiase became the new 
champion at 5:22. In true face vs. face fashion, the two shook hands before the match. Bob Roop 
sat in on commentary and said he wasn’t going to interfere because he didn’t want to be hit with a 
$2,500 fine, plus he wanted to see DiBiase lose and leave forever. They got over JYD’s power and 
DiBiase’s quickness and superior technical skills early then proceeded to do at least five fish out of 
water stand-off spots. JYD gave DiBiase a snapmare but didn’t follow up with a fist drop and 
instead shook DiBiase’s hand again; Roop buried him for not being aggressive enough. DiBiase 
threw a forearm out of frustration and Dog fired back with one of his own then the two calmed 
down and shook hands once more. JYD got a near-fall with a Power Slam then DiBiase went for 
the Figure-Four, but Dog kicked him over the top, which was not a disqualification here in this in 
DQ match. JYD went out to check on DiBiase and helped him back inside the ring. DiBiase 
reached into his tights, loaded up his white glove and nailed the Dog, who sold like death, and 
DiBiase pinned him to win the title. There wasn’t as much heat as you would think for such an 
historic angle; the crowd just kind of gasped then sat there in a disgusted silence at what they had 
just witnessed. Roop was great on commentary and ranted about how he was right all along and 
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knew that DiBiase would use the glove to cheat. “Nobody can knockout the Junkyard Dog with 
one punch” barked Roop, which in a pre-MMA 1982 I guess was a believable statement. Roop 
continued to bury DiBiase for having no honour and for stabbing his best friend in the back. 
DiBiase didn’t really celebrate and quickly escaped with his newly won championship. – I don’t 
need to tell you have awesome this angle was, because it is one of the most famous in Mid-South 
history. I had seen clips of DiBiase heel turn before but had never seen the entire build, which was 
absolutely fantastic, and knowing the backstory made the whole thin even better. Any self-
respecting wrestling historian should know about the Ted Dibiase black glove angle (even though it
was initially white) and if you don’t I suggest hunting this stuff down to see how a heel turn used to 
be done back when people actually cared about the characters in a pro-wrestling storyline. Five star 
stuff.
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Back at the desk with Boyd & Watts and Watts said he couldn’t tell if DiBiase loaded his glove 
but reiterated that JYD did not have a “glass jaw” and could take a “licking” then he confirmed that
DiBiase was the new champ. Watts then threw to a video from New York with “Vince McMahon 
Jr.” interviewing Andre the Giant in an empty Madison Square Garden. They showed Andre’s 
scar from ankle surgery and Vince asked if Andre was ready for Killer Khan. Andre said he didn’t
need a cast anymore and couldn’t wait to get his hands on Khan. They showed an angle from the 
previous week’s TV where Andre came out, still with his cast on, and he said the doctors told him 
his cast should be cut off tomorrow. Andre told Freddie Blassie to get Khan ready then Blassie 
showed up and was his usual insane self, yelling unintelligible insults at Andre. Andre swatted 
Blassie away and he took a huge comedy bump into the ring apron. Killer Khan ran down and hit 
Andre with one of his crutches and Blassie hit Andre in his injured leg with his cane. Some referees
and Pat Patterson ran out to help Andre, who fired up and refused to be helped by anyone. Back to
Vince & Andre in an empty MSG and Andre said he would not let Khan get away with anything 
like that again then mocked Khan for “only” being “6’6”, while he was “7’4” and said Khan had 
made the Giant angry. – This ruled! Not just because we got to see an angle from the promised land
of the North East, but because back then pro-wrestling angles were, for the most part, executed with
enough believability that suspension of disbelief was so much easier. As noted in a previous Mid-
South report, Andre injured his own ankle when he got out of bed and they shot an angle on May 
2nd 1981 with Khan to pour a ton of heat on him as the guy who broke the Giant’s leg. Andre & 
Khan then feuded from late July until December of ’81 and took their Stretcher match around the 
big cities in the North East. When Khan showed up in Mid-South, Watts put him over as the only 
man to ever injure Andre and this video from WWF was to set up a match at the Superdome on 
July 7th 1982, the same show was the first JYD/DiBiase match which drew 22,800 people, between
Andre & Khan.
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Killer Khan w/Skandor Akbar vs. Joe Stark. – Khan over in 1:51. Watts noted that Skandor 
Akbar had “bought” Khan’s “contract” from Freddie Blassie in New York and had brought him 
into be a part of his Army. I just love the idea of a pro-wrestling black market where heel managers
can buy and sell wrestler’s contracts. It’s so carny; I just love it. Khan absolutely destroyed Stark 
and won with a vicious Knee Drop off the second rope. Boyd Pierce hyped Khan vs. Ernie Ladd 
next week! – Khan was a much better worker than I had given him credit for; he moved well, 
everything he did was smooth, while remaining believable and vicious at the same time. He’s kind 
of become what the Iron Sheik was while he was part of Akbar’ Army: a scary, badass, killer. It’s 
too bad that like Sheikie, Khan won’t be around for a long run.

Buck Robley vs. Billy Starr. – Robley over in 3:45. Robley, who looked like an obese Randy 
Savage, was returning to Mid-South after a six-month run in All Japan and Watts said that he had 
come back because “Superdome Fever” was sweeping the area and Robley wanted to be a part of it.
Resser Bowden introduced Robley as, “Buckley Christopher George Robley III” then Watts 
talked about Robley being JYD’s tag partner and acting as a “seeing eye dog” for JYD when he 
was blinded by Michael Hayes in 1980. Robley took pretty much the whole match and looked 
perfectly fine for a fat Randy Savage look-a-like. Watts mentioned that Robley was involved in an
auto accident and had a steal rod put in his forearm, which had caused some controversy because 
wrestlers were claiming that he was using it to win matches. Robley did in fact use his bionic 
forearm at least 12 years before Lex Luger did so and nailed Starr with it before getting the win 
with a sleeper.

Ernie Ladd, Tom Jones & Buck Robley vs. One Man Gang, The Assassin & The Grappler 
w/Skandor Akbar. – TV Time Limit Draw at 1:02. Match was scheduled to be Ladd & Jones vs. 
Gang & the Grappler, but the Assassin cut a promo beforehand and challenged Ladd & Jones to 
go find a partner so they could settle things once and for all. Ladd & Jones went backstage for a 
while then returned with Buck Robley and an intense six-man brawl broke out in the ring. As the 
babyfaces began to get the better of the brawl, Watts noted there was only a minute of TV time 
remaining. The faces ran all kinds of wild on the heels and the bell rang to indicate the end of the 
show. Watts said Mid-South would “investigate” what happened in the JYD/DiBiase title match 
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and Boyd Pierce hyped Ladd vs. Killer Khan, Grappler challenging Mr Olympia for the 
Mississippi title and JYD vs. Roop for next week.

This isn’t just the best episode of Mid-South TV we’ve looked at so far, it is one of the best hours of
pro wrestling television I have ever seen. Everything was set up at the start of the show with the 
JYD/DiBiase/Roop promos and then the angle and title change were damn near perfection. Even 
away from the big DiBiase heel turn there was a bunch of great stuff on the show. From a historical 
standpoint, seeing a rookie Dr Death is certainly interesting, Big John Studd & Super Destroyer 
coming in from Georgia and killing fools was fun, the Andre & Vince video package from New 
York felt like a really big deal, Killer Khan looked like a monster heading into the Superdome 
against Andre, Buck Robley’s return was booked very well and the show ended with a riotous six-
man crazy brawl. This show pretty much had it all and it is no wonder that they would draw 22,800 
at the Superdome in two weeks’ time.

Next Week's Issue 

This week's issue was essentially the go-home show for the now annual yearbook. This year's issue 
features a dozen plus contributors, and I am fairly confident that no matter what the particular facet 
may be, there will be something for everyone in that issue. Until then, we will be introducing some 
new pages and improving the archives over the coming week. Have a great week, everybody!
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Contact

Subscribe Via Email: www.cubedcirclewrestling.com/subscribe-via-email
General Questions/Feedback/Suggestions: ryan@cubedcirclewrestling.com
Ben Carass’s Twitter: @BenCarass
Bryan Rose’ Twitter: @br26
Ryan Clingman’s Twitter : @RyanClingman                       
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